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I. INTRODUCTORY
The uso of concrete as a general building material has grown
Ztpidly in the United States since its preaent quality and low selling
price have been developed. and on account of its low coat and ready adap-
tability, it haa superceded to a large extent on nearly all construction
work the use of cut atone, natural cement, and in many places brick work
aa used in a ew era
,
foundation a , bridges, etc. Leading engineers of thi3
and other countries have found it a desirable building material for sewer
construction but some of our largest cities have not adopted it for sewer
building. The causes for this vary. Some engineers are not satisfied
With its durability on account of failures of which they have heard and
because of other engineers who lack information regarding its proper use.
The latter is without doubt the most important reason why it is not used
by the smaller cities. City engineers of small towns and cities who
have not had the advantages of wide experience with miscellaneous build-
ing materials and who do not always have advice and access to a well
equipped technical library have been somewhat adverse to the use cf con-
crete, preferring to stick closely to the time-honored method of brick
construction. It can be said in favor of many of this class cf en-
gineers that they have acted wisely. In the absence of information they
perhaps would have been better off to stick to the methods with which
they are familiar.
Brick and some classes of vitrified sewer pipe have been in
use for so many years that few are found who are not satisfied with
their adaptability to sewer construction. The author has been called
upon from time to time to make studies and reports of the advantages
and disadvantages, if any, of concrete as a material for the construc-
tion of sewers and sewer appurtenances and has frequently come in con-
tact with the above conditions. Several years of practical experience
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la aewer building: have brought out some important facta in connection with
the uae of this material which are not recorded in text-booka on the aub-
ject. AdviaaMlity of uaing concrete for sanitary aewers la still some-
what in doubt in aome placea. Some very recent inveatigationa have dev-
eloped material which haa prompted the writing of this treatise.
Certain acida are harmful to concrete. Impreaaiona are pre-
valent particularly with the lay public that the content3 of ordinary
9anitary sewage contain acida harmful to concrete. Injurious effects
of the acida are rarely well defined or ahown, but the influence of manu-
facturers of competitive materiala has been felt in retarding this par-
ticular use of concrete. Although similar objections may be raised at
timea regarding paving and road surfacing, such structures are more easily
inspected and obaerved than underground sewers. Furthermore, the general
public has a better opportunity to investigate and observe the wearing
qualities of roads and pavements than of underground sewers. naturally
they hesitate to uae a material which may involve if their fears are jus-
tified, the reconstruction of the sewer, a large amount of excavation,
breaking up and replacing of pavement, pumping of ground water, etc.
In some of our most prominent cities, influences of labor
unions and manufacturers' associations haa retarded the use of concrete
in sewer building. This discussion has no reference whatever to the
desirability or undeairability of labor organisations or trade cooper-
ative associations, but the influence of these outside agencies has a
great deal to do with the progress of sewer construction in certain
cities
.
Sanitary sewage in Chicago and vicinity is taken care of by
the Sanitary District of Chicago, v/hich in Ilarch 1916 received bids on
a large intercepting sewer, plana for which had been drawn for both
brick and concrete conatruction. Concrete was bid considerably cheaper

than brick work and the recommendations of tho chief engineer and gewer
engineer of the district were that the contract be awarded for concrete.
Influence was brought to bear upon the trustees of the 3anitary District
which resulted in the use of brick construction for this particular con-
tract.
This discussion will set forth briefly the advantages and dis-
advantages, if any, of concrete for sewer construction of all kinds;
will discuss any possible uses of sewers which may result in injury to
concrete; point out the modern method of using concrete and furnish in-
formation regarding the design and construction of concrete sewers and
appurtenances. ITo comparison is to be made with other types of sewers
except where reference is cited to investigations made with comparison
in mind.

II. HI3T0RICAL
Use of mortars in some form goes further back In history
than any written records. Impression that the U3e of cement for
mortar and concrete is comparatively new has arisen out of the recent
growth of the use of Portland cement for general con3truction work,
^draulic cement was U3ed since the beginning of civilization as was
shown by ancient structures and in the ancient Roman Umpire. Four
thousand years ago a form of natural cement was used in lEjgypt which
hardened under water. Tell pockets, aqueducts and pavements were
built in ancient Rome of a mixture of lime and bicarbonate ash. The
dome of the PantheOm : which is as old as the Christian Era is one of the
examples of ancient concrete work.
Cement manufacture, as is commonly known today, began in
3py& in 1756 when John 3meaton began a series of experiments with
lir.estone to develop a cement which would harden under water. Such
a cement was needed for lighthouse construction. John Aapdin, a
bricklayer of Leeds, patented an improved cement made from limestone
dust or limestone clay by 43m burning and grinding, in about 1824.
This cement he called Portland cement on account of its similarity
to the stone from the quarries of Portland, Shgland. Aspdin orig-
inated the name of Portland cement, but in reality he did not produce
anything more than artificial Roman cement and did not carry his burn-
ing to the point of vitrifaction, which is now recognized as an essen-
tial in the manufacture of Portland cement. In about 1852 cement works
were established in Germany for the manufacture of Portland cement and
the Germans were quick to develop the qualities and appreciate the value
of fine grinding.
Natural cement rock was discovered in Few York near Chittenango,

Uadiaon County, by Canvaa3 '.Vhite, an engineer engaged in the construc-
tion of the Erie Canal. Natural cement waa made from rock and gradu-
ally spread to several other localities in the United States, princi-
pally, Akron, 0., Milwaukee, Via., and Buffalo, N. Y. Some time later
sirdlar stone was located near* Utica, 111.
Portland cement used in America at this period was irported
from 2urope "but in 1886 the first Portland cement company known as the
Copley Cement Co., directed the construction of a mill at Coplay,
near Allentowr., Pa. The plant made excellent cement although with
comparatively crude methods. Highly standardised Portland cement of
today is recognized as the be3t cement manufactured anywhere in the
world.
Although we have a very highly developed product in the
k j lean-made Portland cement, a wide variation of concrete exists
on account of the variation in raw materials used in making concrete
and in the possibilities of poor workmanship in securing finished
results. Rapid progress in cement manufacture has made it available
at a much lower C03t than in former years and concrete has therefore
replaced many of the older materials for permanent construction in
all kinds of engineering activity.
Lluch uncertainty and difference of opinion still exists
in the proper methods of mixing, proportioning, making and curing of
concrete. Recently inquiries have been made into the amount of wa-
ter used, this being an important factor in the quality of finished
concrete. Present methods of approved concrete construction, how-
ever, are such a3 to develop structures which will stand the wear
and tear of time and so far as possible to judge servers built of
Portland cement concrete are more nearly permanent than any other ma-
terials, in speaking of permanence, it must always be considered
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relative, but the ancient natural cement v/hich haa atood the teat of
centuries, indicates that the more durable Portland cement of today
should be almost everlasting.
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1 1 1.DURABILITY OF CONCRETE FOR SEVERS
(A) Investigation and Recommendation*
Mention is made above of some of the experiences of American
cities with concrete sewers, and it is interesting to note that the
•ldest concrete sewers built are still in use. The oldest record of
the use of cement for sewer construction is the building of the Cloaca
Maxima, or "Great Sewer" of Rome. Practically no information is ob-
tainable regarding the details of the quality of cement, but it is im-
portant to know that the sewer is still in service after a period of
about 2500 years* Cement made at the same period was used for the
construction of an aqueduct which still brings water to the city of
Rome, Paris, France, began constructing concrete sewers before 1800
and in 1870 about 30 miles of them were in use. Vienna is another
important European city in which concrete is used for sewer construc-
tion almost exclusively. This is chiefly natural cement concrete,
but is conclusive evidence of the durability of this material for
handling city sewage.
Somewhat over 30 years ago some rather crude attempts were
made in the construction of concrete pipe lines for irrigation in the
far west. Imported cement cost about $8 per barrel. Men who are
familiar with the design of concrete structures and skilled in the
proper proportioning of the materials and mixing of the concrete were
not available at that time and naturally the best quality of concrete
oould not be expected under those conditions. Needless to say, the
proportions were made as lean as possible. However, a few years ago,
Arthur S. Bent, engineer of Los Angeles, met a man who worked in one
of these early concrete pipe yards and learned from him that the con-
crete was mixed in the proportions of 1:7. Some pipe made in this
manner has served the city of Los Angeles as a main sewer for 32 years,

Mr. Bent has estimated in southern California alone there is at least
5000 miles of concrete pipe in use. The output from the machines of
one manufacturer totals over 20,000,000 feet.
Professor B. P. Becks trand , University of Utah, carried on
a series of tests to compare the crushing strength of concrete and
clay sewer pipe. The tests were made at the request of the Qagineer-
ing Department of Salt Lake City. The average breaking load on 8-
inch concrete pipe was Ibund to be 1985 pounds per lineal foot, while
for the same size of clay pipe, 890 pounds per lineal foot. The
city* s specifications require that an 8-inch sewer pipe shall withstand
the pressure of 1,000 pounds per lineal foot and under the conditions
of the test the breaking strength of the clay fell 11$ below, and the
concrete pipe 98|fo above the requirements. Another series of tests
departing from the city*s specifications by applying a load along the
full length of the pipe including the bell was also undertaken. Un-
der this condition the average breaking load on concrete pipe was
2,383 pounds per lineal foot, and on 8-inch clay, 1,077 pounds per
lineal foot. The clay barely passed the city specifications of 1000
pounds but concrete pipe exceeded it by 138$.
In Brooklyn, New York, there are over 400 miles of concrete
pipe now in use. The records show that the maintonaace cost for con-
crete pipe sewers has proven to be much less than for vitrified clay
pipe sewers, including renewals, due to breakage, action of acids,
and all other causes. Pipe laid in Brooklyn as early as 1861 was
found in everyway satisfactory when examined March 25, 1873. Some
of the pipe laid at about the same time and examined 50 year9 later
was taken up for investigation and found to be in good condition and
apparently good for an indefinite period to come. This pipe was
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manufactured from natural cement, a and and pebbles. From comparison
of the strength and appearance of natural and present-day Portland ce-
ment, we have every reason to expect still greater streiTgth and dur-
ability of pipe of the same nature in which Portland cement is used.
In 1914 a oontract wa9 let to the Lock Joint Pipe Co» of
New York for lining a tunnel connecting Lake Montebello and the head
of the main city service lines at Lake Clifton, in Baltimore, Maryland.
The future pressure of the line will be about 35 pounds per square inch.
Four thousand one hundred feet of nine-foot reinforced concrete pipe
and twelve hundred feet of seven-foot pipe were used. This pressure
line has been accepted by the city of Baltimore and so far has been
giving satisfaction.
Drainage for farm lands, while not coming under the class
of sewerage, is similar to the handling of storm water. The wide use
of concrete tile for drainage purposes is of importance in connection
with this discussion. In 1905, a machine was put on the market cap-
able of producing concrete tile economically in the smaller sizes in twelve-
inch lengths. At this time land drainage was attracting a great
deal of attention in central and midwestern states, and since then the
development of the concrete tile business has been rapid*
In 1912 and 1912, the Universal Portland Cement Co. conduc-
ted an investigation regarding the degree of satisfaction which cement
tile were giving, by sending letters of inquiry to farmers, township
and county surveyors, engineers, contractors and to a few similar
airopean authorities. About one thousand inquiries were made in all.
Naturally a number of persons addressed were unable to give any help.
Considerable interest was manifested, however. Three hundred and
thirty-five opinions were received, of which three only were unfavor-

able to cement tile.
Information along these linea was also requested from a num-
ber of college experiment stations, chief among which was the Michigan
Agricultural College, Lansing, Michigan. The laboratory in connection
with the college experiment station was used for an Investigation to
determine the direot cause of disintegration of concrete tile in Michi-
gan soil. Findings of this inrestigation may be of interest although
they are necessarily final. Where disintegration of concrete tile
A
has been noticed, the cause has been quite definitely fixed as due to
the use of too lean a mixture, too dry a mixture, improper hardening
of the tile after forming (all of which contribute to a porous tile
structure) and placing the concrete tile in the ground before the con-
crete had sufficiently hardened to afford proper resistance to the
solvent action of soil water upon the cement*
For the Michigan tests, tile were selected from several sour-
ces, samples of tile made of dense concrete, also of porous concrete,
were laid in the ground side by side. The action observed proved con-
elusive/ in the case of the porous tile where the water was allowed to
percolate through the walls, disintegration was noticeable. Analysis
of the water which had passed through the tile structure showed that
some of the cement had been dissolved. Mention here, however, should
be made that it is merely a matter of process of manufacture to make
pipe which will not permit percolation through the walls in the usual
conditions of drains. In fact, the process of manufacture should be
such that the tile will be impervious under usual service condition.
Other experiments showed solutions w*W* percolation- through incompletely
hardened tile much more rapidly than through tile which had been properly
and completely hardened.
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To obtain durable concrete tile or pipe which will withstand the
action of the elements in the soil and surface water, the following require-
ments are suggested:
1. Portland cement shall meet the requirements of the standard spe-
cifications for Portland cement of the American Society for Testing Mater-
ials as revised to date.
2. Clean and preferably silicious sand, graded in 9ize from the
finer particles to those that will Ju9t pass a one-quarter-inch mesh screen
for all tile ten inches and less in diameter. In the manufacture of tile
greater than ten inches in diameter, it is practicable to use aggregate
haying a minimum size of one-half the wall thickness of the tile.
3. Proper and accurate proportioning of cement and aggregates; the
method of measuring materials shall be one which will insure separate and
uniform proportions of each of the materials at all times. (See the Stan-
dard Specifications of the American Society for Testing Materials for Con-
crete Drain Tile)
4. Thorough mixing of materials, preferably by a power-operated
batch mixer and continuing for at least one minute after all materials,
including water, are in the mixer.
5. Using a machine that accomplishes thorough compactness of the
materials and proper consistency.
6. Curing thoroughly, by keeping the tile constantly moist, either
through sprinkling or by the use of steam room in which the temperature
does not exceed at any time 120 degrees Fahrenheit, in which plenty of
moisture is maintained; or otherwise keeping the tile moist and protected
from drying action until thoroughly hardened.
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(B) Testa and Discussion of the Use of Concrete for Sewers
Summarized Discussion from report of Professor LI%x Gary,
Engineer, Berlin, Germany.
Professor Gary made a rather thorough investigation of the use
of concrete pipe in a large number of German cities with a view to secur-
ing a degree of satisfaction which such pipe has given. His first inves-
tigation was made in 1895, at which time the cement pipe industry in Ger-
many was about 30 years old. This discussion was continued and reprinted
in 1907 and Mr. Gary says: "Heanwhile there had been remarkable progress
in the manufacture of these pipe corresponding to the wider extension of
the artificial stone business and the concrete industry in general. It
now happens that after ten years experience, they add materially to judg-
ment previously given."
In 1895 Llr« Gary sent out question sheets to engineers and this
proceeding was repeated with a new set of questions in 1907. He also made
inquiries of all the officials known to have used concrete pipe, regarding
the use of the same since 1895. Two hundred and thirty-seven replies to
the question sheets were received. One hundred and eighty-three officials
took the trouble to fill out the question sheets completely and fifty-four,
briefly. Of the one hundred and eighty-three question sheets returned,
one hundred and seventy-one were answered by city building officials,
ten by other public officials and two by private architects. The city
engineers and construction officials in cities which Mr. Gary furnishes,
very courteously answered the questions placed before them as follows:
(1) The question: "How long have you been using cement pipe for
drainage purposes Mwas answered as follows:
29 places have used cement pipe from 1 to 5 years
45 M w M »' " M 5 Mio "
44 n h n ii n it H ti
24 M * " » »» 2.5 "20 "
20 " » " " " 20 "25 "
21 " " " " » 25 "40 «

The second question: "How many kilometers of pipe have you laid
approximately and where?" The investigation In 1895 shows four hundred and
twelve miles as compared with returns received in 1907 showing one thousand
one hundred and twenty miles from the same cities in each case. These ci-
ties were all in Germany, were selected as representative only, and of course
do not represent statistics of the entire country. *rom the indicated in-
crease of the amount of concrete pipe used in the course of a period of
eight or nine years, one many judge of the growing popularity of concrete
pipe sewers in general. The number given, however, indicates only a small
fraction of the total amount of concrete pipe laid in Germany, for aside
from the large number of smaller cities and towns and country places which
were not included in this summary, there are several score of larger places
which did not answer the question but which have been reported as users of
concrete pipe.
(14) "7/ere the defects which occurred caused by the material,
methods of manufacture, methods of laying, or by other outside influence?"
Sixteen cases reported that the repairs were necessitated in consequence
of the influence of harmful fluids. Ten other places trace the damages
to the concrete aggregates and errors made in placing them; four, to un-
favorable foundations; four, to marked settlement of the body of the street
and other influences; and two, to insufficient aging of the pipe before
laying.
I
According to replies received, concrete pipe are used for sewers
in cities and townships for drainage systems, harbor construction, drain-
age of public roads, in the beds of running streams, in open fields for
filling and emptying pure water reservoirs, for carrying off wash water
and waste water, for irrigation purposes, industrial plants, railway sta-
tions, railway workshops, carrying off flood water, storm water sewers,
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draining water-cranes and basements for branch sowers and overflow drains
for sludge conductors, bath houses and pumping stations. Street drainage
is the principal use.
(7) "What specifications were made regarding the strength of the
pipes and how were the tests carried on?" Out of one hundred and eighty-
three building officials, sixty-eight made no conditions and required no
tests, depending entirely on the contracting firm. Several officials de-
manded a five-year guarantee. As for the rest, the specifications and
methods of testing were very different and no standard had been followed.
(8) "What specifications were made regarding the age of the pipes
furnished on contract and regarding the mixture proportions v" In fifty-
four cities the age and in one hundred and nine the mixture ratio was not
proscribed. Among these are some who rely on the contracting firm in re-
gard to the requisite age. Among the rest, the demands which are made as
to the age of the pipes furnished differ, varying from two weeks up to two
years. In most cases the least age required was three to four weeks. One
city was recorded which would use pipe only after two years aging.
Concerning proportioning of mixtures, Professor Gary here points
out one very important fact. He says: "It cannot be pointed out too fre-
quently that the mixture for a certain mixture of cement to gravel, or of
cement tc sand to gravel is entirely useless if it is not determined by
taking as a basis the material which the contractor will use throughout so
that the mixture ratio determined upon yields in practice, the desired re-
lation between strength and density with the material usually at hand.
Indeed, according to the circumstances an excellent, strong and dense pipe
can be obtained with cement and gravel mixed in proportions, say 1:4, while
with other materials in the same proportions a pipe would be obtained which
would scarcely withstand transportation and which would exhibit large voids."

lir. Gary ia of the opinion that the requirements for material
should be left more to the manufacturer and that engineers should change
over from one mixture ratio to another, depending on the raw material.
This we believe would be unfair to manufacturers as a larger number of pipe
would necessarily have to be subjected to tests of different natures which
would in the end, be more expensive than proper grading of materials to
meet certain specifications.
(10) •'Do the city ordinances provide that acid water and hot
water shall not be discharged in the sewer directly?" To this question,
seventy-nine places replied in the affirmative as against only nine on
the first inquiry in 1895, and sixty-nine replied negatively as against
forty-one on the earlier investigation. In some places the permission of
the municipality has to be obtained if the police have not special author-
ity to settle all cases. In Bremen, for example, there are special regu-
lations concerning the restrictions for the discharge of wastes from chem-
ical works, industrial plants and the like. Numerous other cities bar,
absolutely, acid water from entrance into the sewers. Professor Gary
says: "The term 'acid water' as used above will perhaps include too much
sometimes. As is well known, concrete is able to resist the attack of
weak acids, that is, the influence of acids greatly dilute for a reason-
ably long time. Protective coatings
,
for instance carbon asphaltic paint,
are to be recommended*"
(15) "Have you used cement pipes recently and will you continue
to use them?" By far the greater number of the city administrations an-
swered this questions "Permanently." One hundred and twenty-seven places
answered "Yea", only fourteen answered "no"; two replied that it waa un-
certain and two others gave pipe the preference. Several expressed the
opinion that cement was the most suitable material for average sections.

(16) ".Vhat ia your candid opinion aa to the use of cement aewera?"
Thirty-three officials deoided their experience waa good, five excellent,
and aix aatisfactory. Twelve officials characterized cement aewera aa
faultlesa, practical and suitable for the purpose aa well as being cheap.
In several cases the view was that the use of cement sewers was simple,
that they are indestructible, are to be recommended for large internal diam-
eters and were very useful.
******
This investigation covers the use of concrete somewhat further
back than the similar large investigations referred to in this country,
and establishes beyond question the satisfaction which has been secured
in the few German cities investigated.

IV. EFFECT OF SE.VAGE ON CONCRETE
(A) Discussion
Ordinary sanitary sewage is composed of house wastes and manu-
facturing wastes f principally the former, either carried in suspension or
solution toy water. The sewage oontains therefore all the matters contained
in water as wastes either in their original forms or combined into compounds
according to their several affinities. Gases are frequently given off from
these combinations or decompositions which go to form what is known as a
"sewer air" or air in the sewers above the water. Sewers very infrequently
flow full and "sewer air" is always present.
The majority of the constituents in sanitary sewage are harmless.
Inorganic substances are usually so but may have some influence to inter-
fere with purification. Organic matters, however, are dangerous and are
effeotive while undergoing decomposition. They are always found in this
stage in sewage.
Principal elements in organic matter are carbon, oxygen, nitro-
gen, and hydrogen. Not all of the organic substances contain nitrogen
but all contain some amount of carbon. Those, however, that contain nitro-
gen are most likely to putrify and are regarded as the most objectionable
ones. Matter containing sulphereted hydrogen when introduced in sewers
in large quantities will have a harmful effect unless the sewer is flowing
full, not allowing the air above the sewer. Sulphureted hydrogen itself
is liberated from decomposing organic matter and a sulphurous acid is formed
as a result of the chemical change. This acid produces a disintegrating
action on the lining of the sewer, the amount of which is dependent upon
the quantity of the acid present. If the acid is present in large quan-
tities, it will corrode steel, concrete, brick, or other materials rapidly
as the acid itself is very active. The opinion of Metcalf and Eddy, con-
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suiting civil engineers, la given in the following quotation from their
book, "American Sewerage JrTactioe;
"
"Concrete being of a calcareous nature is affected by acids, some of
whioh may be discharged from industrial establishments like wire drawing
and pickling factories, or they may be formed indirectly by the decompos-
ition of the sewage, during which process, hydrogen sulphide is formed
and may be given off into the air in the sewer when it comes in intimate
contact with the concrete. .Vhile dry hydrogen sulphide gas does not ap-
pear to attack concrete, it is easily oxidized in the presence of moisture,
to sulphuric acid which may be a deleterious action. Some structures,
like concrete septic tanks and a brick outfall sewer at Los Angeles, have
been seriously disintegrated through the action of acids, resulting from
a decomposition of sewage and the evolution of hydrogen sulphide. Such
aotion is equally injurious to concrete and to mortar in the joints of
brick work, but brick masonry possesses the decided advantage over concrete
in that these joints can be easily raked out and repointed - a process
which is not applicable to concrete to which repairs must be more exten-
sive and done at considerably greater cost."
From the above description of the action of the acid it is
clear that the destructive action in any case takes place only on that
part of the perimeter of the sewer which is exposed to the air. It is
therefore evident that the sewage itself does not injure concrete or
any other material through which the sewage is flowing. Mr» Eddy has
the following to say on this subject:
"The fact that we recommended the use of concrete for large sew-
age treatment works at Fitchburg, Mass., now nearly completed, will in-
dicate to you that we regard concrete as suitable material for such
plants, and we recommended the construction of many miles of large and
small concrete sewers at Louisville, which have shown no signs of deter-
ioration by sewage so far as we know. On the other hand, if we believed
that the sewage of a city might contain industrial waste, liable to at-
tack concrete or might become so decomposed at a treatment that the evo-
lution of large quantities of hydrogen sulphide was possible, we should
give this subject a more thorough investigation than the needs of any
of our clients has yet rendered desirable."
The theory is that sulphuric or carbolic acid takes the lime
in the cement, producing sulphate of lime commonly known as gypsum, which
is easily eroded. Hydrogen and sulphuric acid when in contact with the
moisture on the surface of the masonry may form sulphurous gases. The
action is the same as above explained except that ie attacks easily that
part of the masonry above the surface of the sewage, viz: the arch. Under
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ordinary conditions, city sewage contains little matter from which sul-
phuric acids are given off in large quantities. Practically the only
places from which sewage is taken in which any destructive gases exist
in large quantities are paper mills, and some other industrial plants,
packing houses, etc. Even when handling sewage of this kind there is
little difficulty in so arranging ventilation as to make disintegration
practically negligible. It is therefore true in general that gases and
acids of the sewage have practically no injurious effect on the material
from which the sewer is built.
The experience of such cities as Paris, Vienna, Brooklyn,
Milwaukee and others in which concrete is almost the exclusive material
for sewer building, should indicate beyond question that ordinary city
sewage has little or no objectionable effect upon concrete.
The Joint Committee of the American engineering societies pre-
sented a report at the annual meeting of the American Society of Civil
&igineera, January 29, 1909, from which the following statement was
given: "Concrete of first quality thoroughly hardened is affected ap-
preciably by only strong acids which seriously injure other materials."
Rudolph Bering has the following to say on the subject:
"We have plenty of cases in which cement-concrete has been used
for sewers, extending over a great many years, not to refer to the old
concrete sewers of Rome and London on which I have/detailed and satis-
factory information. I know that the large sewers in Paris have been
built of rough stone, heavily plastered and smoothed with cement so that
the sewage overflows over the cement surface in the same way as if the
entire mass were of concrete. These surfaces at my examination in
Paris, were quite good. There had been no disintegration. I laid
this fact to the density and smoothness of the plaster.
"In 1881, I closely examined the concrete sewers in Vienna where
many had been built both of large and medium size. The work had been
very carefully done and the sewers had been built from ten years to
twenty years. The sewage is rather strong in Vienna because the water
supply per capita is unusually small. I found no disintegration of the
concrete surface, which then looked dense and smooth.
"The dity of Washington was the first city in our country that
built concrete sewers to any extent and it would be of interest to know
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how they have held out.
"I have aeen some sewage tanks in Europe, particularly those in
Hampton, south of London, in which the sewage had very much disinte-
grated the concrete and the cement of which the tanks were built. The
sewage at Hampton is much stronger than the average sewage in the United
States. I noticed that the original concrete did not seem to be ver,
dense, therefore the sewage had been absorbed by capillarity and caused
decomposition. There were patches on the walls of the tank which showed
no disintegration; their surfaces were invariably smooth and showed no
great porosity. They were discolored but not soft."
Brooklyn, New York, was one of the early American cities to
use cement for concrete sewers. In 1877, the chief engineer of the
oity of Brooklyn, Julius f« Adams, formerly President of the American
Society of Civil Engineers, made the following statement:
"There has been considerable written about the acids acting injur-
iously upon cement pipe, but these acids in sewage matter are greatly
diluted. I am convinced by the experience of the city that they will
seldom destroy good cement pipe. We have known of no case in this city
where the street sewer had been disintegrated or eaten away by the sewer
acids or gases."
It is interesting to note that his opinion has been borne out
by the subsequent history of the concrete sewer in Brooklyn.
T. Chalkley Hatton, chief engineer of the Sewerage Commission
of Milwaukee, says as follows:
"I have been building concrete sewers since 1893. I have had charge
of the operation of these sewers up to 1906, during which time I have had
occasion to frequently pass through them for examination and inspection,
and have never seen any visible effect upon concrete exposed to sewage or
sewage gases which might have resulted from the action of the sewage, and
I am of the opinion, broadly speaking, that if concrete is of proper char-
acter, built and placed in the proper way - that is, a dense enough mix-
ture and properly mixed - the ordinary sewage or sewage gases generated
from an American city will have no effect whatever upon the concrete."
The experience of Duluth, Minnesota, has attracted a great
deal of attention among sewer engineers and investigators in this city.
Concrete sewers built at Duluth have shown practically no wear after
twenty years of use. In Minneapolis, Minnesota, concrete sewers cost
from twenty to fifty per cent less than brick sewers. They have over
sixteen miles of them in use, some of which are thirty years old and
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from thirty to one hundred and twenty inohea in diameter.
7/eatern Avenue Chicago Sewer
Taken from report of Chicago Finance Coraalttee
to Sub-committee of the City Council on Streeta
and Alleya
Diacuaaion of the occasional dia integration of concrete under
certain conditiona in the foregoing pagea ia well supplemented by the re-
port of an inveatigation of the .Yeatern Avenue, Chicago, aewer. Thia was
made by a aub-committee of the Chicago Finance Committee in which a rep-
reaentative of the author made inspection of the sewer with a representa-
tive of the Finance Conmittee.
The Western Avenue sewer is concrete, of oval section, twelve
by fourteen feet, with a aixteen-inch shell, and was constructed jointly
by the city of Chicago and the Sanitary District of Chicago, in 1910. As
Inspection was made to ascertain the condition of thia sewer, it was
found that the concrete was in good condition below the water line as far
as could be ascertained by striking with steel bar. For a distance of
fifty or sixty feet in from the bulkhead at the canal the arch was in good
condition. From this point south there was disintegration in that portion
of the arch above the surface of the water. This extended , as near as
could be determined, to about one and one-half inches deep. There were
many isolated places where holes from three to five inches in depth and
from three to ten inches in diameter existed. These holes seemed to oc-
cur at the points where the lagging of the forms joined each other. The
disintegration is attributed to the action of the acid formed by the union
of hydrogen sulphide, liberated through decomposition of sewage, with oxy-
gen and moisture on the masonry.
The sewage was of a black color, of almost a viscous consistency
and when disturbed by the passage of the boat gave off a very offensive
«>D t nr.
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gas. This oonduit ia uaed aa an outlet for a aewer ayatera, and at the aame
time ia uaed by the Sanitary Diatrict aa a channel to connect Bubbly Creek
to the main Sanitary Diatrict Canal. There ia but alight difference in the
elevation of the water levels in Bubbly Creek and in the canal.
Thia sewage includea a oonaiderable amount of organic matter,
which ia diacharged into Bubbly Creek from the packing houaea. Bubbly
Creek ha8 a aluggiah flow, and conditions therefore are very favorable
for putrefaction of the sewage, before aame ia discharged into the Western
Avenue conduit. The conditions in this aewer are unusual and believed to
be far different from the average character of aewage. The conditions in
this sewer could perhapa be compared with those existing in tanks at aewage
disposal works where especial attention must be given to careful construc-
tion of maaonry to withstand the action of sewage.
.Finance Committee of Chicago Investigation
The author waa directly connected in 1916 with the investiga-
tion made by the Finance Committee of the city of Chicago regarding the
relative coat and aerviceability of brick and concrete sewera. A brief
atnmary of this report gives the results of the investigation, the form
of which waa prepared by engineera of the Finance Committee, but largely
collected under the author 1 a direction.
Scone and Method a of Inquiry
The scope of the inquiry and the methods pursued in conducting
aame are indicated by the following summary of points covered:
1. Data was collected and a study made of the varioua factora af-
fecting the aelection of materials for sewer construction.
2* Analysis was made of the experience of other cities as to rel-
ative cost and serviceability of brick and concrete for sewer construc-
tion.
3. Analysis was made of the relative cost of brick and concrete
sewers in or near Chicago where such data is available and comparable.
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4. Inquiries were made as to the condition of aewera in service in
Chicago constructed either of brick or concrete.
5. Conferences were held with public officials and others who have
had experience with both kinds of material.
Materials used for Sewer Construction in Chicago
In the Chicago sewer system the laterals are constructed of
tile pipe. The submains or trunk sewers and the outfall sewers are of
brick construction with a few exceptions.
In 1908 the Board of Local Improvements constructed in the
South Chicago district a system of plain concrete sewers ranging in diam-
eter down to two and one-half feet. A ten and one-half-foot outfall
sewer is included in this system.
In 1910 a reinforced concrete sewer twelve by fourteen feet
in diameter was constructed jointly by the city of Chicago and the Sani-
tary District in South Western Avenue, from the main Sanitary District
channel to Thirty-ninth Street.
The Sanitary District of Chicago admits the use of concrete,
brick, and segmental block. The element of cost except in special cases
is the determining factor in selecting the material to be used for the con-
struction of its large sewers.
There are two general types of concrete construction for sewer
work:
1« Monolithic concrete either plain or reinforced with steel.
2. Concrete pipe. The larger sizes of concrete pipe are usually
reinforced and are generally built on the job. The smaller sizes less
than twenty-four inches in diameter are usually machine-made in a central
plant and shipped to the job.
Durability
Material for sewer construction in order to be durable must
withstand the action of sewage. This action, where present, manifests

itself usually in three ways:
1. There is an effect produced on the masonry by the action of
aoida discharged into the sewer when the sewage consists largely of in-
dustrial wastes. The normal condition of sanitary sewage ie usually
alkaline.
2. Hydrogen sulphide, recognized by the "rotten egg" odor, is
liberated from decomposing organic matter in the sewage and through
chemical change sulphurous acid is formed which producer a disintegrat-
ing action on the material of which sewers are built. Hydrogen sulphide
may be carried into the sewer but to a great extent is liberated from the
sewage through its decomposition.
3. High velocity in sewers produces a wearing or erosive action.
It seems pretty well substantiated that acids, principally
sulphuric or carbonic acids, attack the lime in the cement. The action
of acid on cement produces sulphate of lime, commonly known as gypsum,
which is soft and easily eroded or washed away. The acid here referred
to is that held in solution in the sewage itself and the effect there-
from is noticeable principally below the surface of the sewage.
Hydrogen sulphide gas in contact with the moisture on the sur-
face of masonry and with oxygen forms sulphurous acid gas. The action
is the same as above explained except that it attacks usually that part
of the masonry above the surface of the water, namely, the arch.
In concrete masonry the action of sewage above referred to
tends to disintegrate the concrete. In brick masonry it tends to dis-
integrate the mortar In the joints, thus affecting the stability of the
whole structure. The extent of the injury in each case depends upon the
oondition of the sewage. It is said that the greasy covering on the
masonry below the water line tends to retard the action of acids at such
places and that good ventilation tends to retard or alleviate the action
of hydrogen sulphide in producing sulphuric acid. The effect on the
masonry is more noticeable when there has been poor workmanship and poor
materials used. Sound brick and well pointed joints in brick masonry,
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and well mixed, denae and impervious concrete, are presupposed in good
sewer construction. In Chicago what is known as a combined system of sewers
la used* Sanitary or house sewage, trade wastes, and storm water are all
carried in the same sewers. This condition therefore implies that aver-
age Chicago sewage is greatly diluted with water, and decomposition i9 not
pronounced. There are, of course, exceptions to this, especially where
sewage is made up largely of trade wastes.
Under conditions typical of those in Chicago there ia not recor-
ded any information as to the disintegration of concrete below the flow line
except for dry mixed machine-made concrete pipe, the use of which is not
contemplated under the proposed ordinance. The failure of this type of
construction although not relevant to the problem at hand, is accounted
for principally by the porosity, and to some extent by poor workmanship,
lack of proper seasoning, and poor inspection. Under conditions similar
to those in Chicago where the sewage is diluted, there are no reports of
marked disintegration of the concrete or mortar joints above the flow
line*
The velocities in Chicago are so low that the effect of erosion
may be disregarded.
South Chicago System of Concrete Sewers
Conditions were not suitable for making inspection of the con-
crete sewers in this system. Therefore, nothing can be said based on a
personal examination of these sewers. The available data regarding the
condition, as determined by inspections made within the last year, is con-
fusing, some claiming that there is deterioration, and others saying there
is not. The photographs taken do not give conclusive information. The
chief engineer of sewers is quoted as saying that he is informed by reli-
able persons who entered the sewer that "there was absolutely no sign of

disintegration" ; and further that the "surface of the concrete was left
in a rough condition when the sewers were built and the photographs that
were properly focused show the same conditions now."
Los Angeles Outfall Sewer
Reference is frequently made to the condition of the masonry
in the Los Angeles outfall sewer. The information available indicates
that there was some disintegration of mortar in the Joints where there
was considerable putrefaction of sewage. This disintegration is pro-
nounced to the extent that it extends to an inch or more deep in the
Joints. It is also reported that the masonry was spalled in places.
The sewage in this sewer is subject to a slow passage under pressure
through two long siphons. This condition is favorable to the produc-
tion of hydrogen sulphide and to the retaining of same in the conduit.
Ventilation, therefore, was of no assistance in removing the gas before
injurious acid compounds were formed.
Concrete Sewers - Sanitary District of Chicago
The chief engineer of the Sanitary District of Chicago is
quoted as follows regarding the use of brick and concrete for sewer
construction:
"For Chicago conditions, concrete as a material for sewer construc-
tion is more suitable than brick, chiefly for the reason that it is more
economical, and is fully as good, if not better, from the viewpoint of
efficiency and durability. H
An analysis of the sewage of various American cities and that of
Chicago's at the Thirty-ninth Street Pumping Station and at Center Avenue,
taken from a report of the Sanitary District of Chicago on Industrial
Wastes from Stock Yards and Packingtown is attached as Appendix IV.

appendix iv
The following is quoted from a report on "Industrial Wastes from the
Stockyards and Packingtown", pages 41 to 45, inclusive:
"Table II, compiled from various sources, gives the average composition
of sewage of various Amerioan cities. .Vith the exception of Gloversville,
which is sewered almost completely on the separate system, and Worcester,
with somewhat more than half the sewers on the separate plan, the sewer sys-
tems of those cities received both domestic sewage and storm water. The
strength of sewage at Gloversville is considerably increased by the presence
of large amounts of tannery wastes, and in this respect more closely approa-
ches the sewage received at the Center Ave. testing station. The Worcester
sewage is also to some extent influenced by manufacturing wastes, whereas the
sewage of the other oities is essentially domestic in its origin. The
great influence of the wastes from the Stockyards and Packingtown is clearly
shown, making the day sewage extremely high in organic content and of un-
usual strength, wholly unlike the sewage of American cities not containing
large amounts of trade wastes.
TABLE II
ANALYSIS OP SEWAGE OF VARIOUS AMERICAN CITIES AND DAY SEWAGE AT
CENTER AVENUE
1
— -
— — ' '
—
•arts Per Mlllio:
Boston
1905-7
Colum-
bus
1904-5
Water
bury
1905-
1906
Glo-
vers-
ville
1908-
1909
Wor-
ces-
ter
1908
Chi-
cago
(39th
1909-12
Chicago (Cen-
ter Av.)1913
Day Sewage
Nitrogen as:
Organic Nitrogen 9.1 9.0 14.8 23.0 7.8 79
Free Amonia 13.9 11.0 7.8 12.0 22.2 9.1 22
Nitrites 0.0 0.09 0.14 0.30 0.10 0.49
Nitrate 0.E0 0.26 1.52 0.88 0.33 3.04
Oxygen Consumed 56f 5In 46f 95 f 117 43 268
Chlorine 2300 65 48 158 57 40 1100
Suspended Matter
Total 135 209 165 406 258 144 6C5
Volatile 91 79 115 229 166 90 461
Fixed 44 130 50 177 92 54 144
Alkalinity 125 (350 41 233 212 291
Fats i 25 26 48 23n 198 aa
p- Sample immersed in boiling water for 30 minutes.
f -Sample toiled for 5 minutes
a
-Pour months.
aa-One week in March 1914.

Advantage in the use of monolithic concrete:
(A) Lower firat cost.
(B) It may be moulded to any form deaired.
(C) The thickneaa of the ahell may be varied to suit the re-
quirement a and local conditions*
(D) The natural earth under the aewer ia not diaturbed and
aince the concrete filla all irregularities a better foundation ia ob-
tained. In the uae of brick and reinforced concrete pipe proper back-
filling under the quart era ia difficult to obtain.
(E) Reinforced concrete aewere can be made to develop atrength
where subjected to atrains not predetermined.
(F) Conorete can be made impervioua by properly proportion-
ing, mixing and placing.
(G) A smoother surface is obtained in concrete through the
elimination of all joints, with a resulting higher carrying capacity.
Advantages in the use of reinforced concrete pipe:
(A) In wet trenches it may be easily and quickly laid.
(B) Proper inspection may be more easily made*
Advantages in the use of brick:
(A) At present Chicago contractors have reached a high de-
gree of efficiency on brick sewer construction.
(B) Under certain conditions when the progress of work is in-
termittent on account of traffic or for other reasons, or when the job
is of limited extent, brick may prove to be more economical.
(C) If repairs are required they can be more easily made to
brick sewers than to concrete sewers.
Conclusions:
1. That the first cost of a concrete sewer is ten to 15 per
cent lower than for a brick aewer* This is based on the opinion of
officials of other cities and on such other data as is obtainable and
which is comparable with Chicago conditions*
2. That brick and concrete under typical Chicago conditions are
equal in durability for sewer construction. This statement is based on
the opinion of officials in other cities experienced in the use of concrete
and on the experience obtained in Chicago with the use of brick.
3* That both brick and concrete are adaptable aa material for
aewer construction in Chicago.
Approved Respectfully aubmitted,
James Miles, Chief of Staff. M* Cenfield, Staff aigineer.
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Sanitary District of Chicago has been using concrete for large
sewers for a number of years and has reported satisfactory rosults, sub-
stantiated by the fact that they are still letting contracts for concrete
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pretend to be exhaustive of an entire country and a number of cities
were selected at random for this investigation. The table is self-
explanatory but in reference to durability, special attention ia
$
Sanitary District of Chicago haa been using ooncrete for large
sewers for a number of years and has reported satisfactory results, sub-
stantiated by the fact that they are still letting contracts for concrete
sewers. In Baltimore, Maryland, the concrete sewers have shown no de-
terioration, and in disposal plant structures, all of which are of con-
crete, no depreciation was visible upon close examination in 1917. Some
of the structures had been in use for six or seven years at that time*
On the northeast part of the city, while inspector for the Baltimore
Sewerage Commission on Sanitary Contract Number Eighty-eight, the author
came across an old pipe sewer in one of the trenches. It seemed to be
in disuse and several sections of pipe had to be removed to permit lay-
ing the new sanitary sewer. Attempt to remove the pipe resulted in its
breaking into small pieces. It was evidently a concrete pipe although
no loose stones were visible in the fracture. It could easily be bro-
ken or crumbled in the hands and so far as observation revealed, had
evidently been made of natural cement and sand. The ground at which
it was laid was extremely wet and somewhat alkaline. This illustra-
tion is cited as so much evidence has been given of the durability of
ooncrete pipe and is pointed out as an occasional case of disintegra-
tion under improper methods of manufacture and unfavorable soil con-
ditions.
Plate No. I is a tabulation of comparative data on con-
crete and brick sewers compiled from replies from city officials in an-
swer to an inquiry of the Finance Committee of Chicago, March 1916.
Cities represented in this report are only a few of the American cities
which have used concrete in their sewers. The investigation did not
pretend to be exhaustive of an entire country and a number of cities
were selected at random for this investigation. The table is self-
explanatory but in reference to durability, special attention is
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called to the oolumn headed "Di a Integration or Erosion iwe to Action
of Sewage."
The accompanying table shows comparative data on concrete and
brick sewers as reported to the Finance Committee of the city of Chicago.
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EFFECT OF SEWAGE ON CONCRETE
(B) Conclusions
Definite settlement of controversies over the effect of sewa&e
on concrete can hardly be expected in a general way. Effects in various
localities which have been seemingly disintegration of concrete by the action
of sewage have been almost universally found to be due to faulty construc-
tion or the misuse of cement in concrete. The author does not assume that
his decisions in regard to this matter will settle the argumentative feature
of this discussion and does not Intend to conclude that a statement of these
effects or the absence of them carries as much weight as the hundreds of
examples of concrete sewers now in service. Recommendat iona regarding the
use of concrete for sewer construction, pointing out in addition any pre-
cautions to be followed in connection with its use, are more appropriate
and of more value.
The following statements and recommendations are given as a
summary and conclusion of the study:
1. Concrete has stood the test of time in handling sewage and with
the exception of a few isolated instances has proven to be durable against
the action of ordinary city sewage.
2. The best test of a material is the test in practice. If this
test is used, there can be no argument regarding the satisfactory qualifi-
cations of concrete as a sewer building material.
3. The concrete sewers built in the early history of the making of
concrete, having endured with unimpaired strength until the present day,
adds weight to the foregoing statement. Methods of making concrete of the
present are so much improved over those of twenty or thirty years ago that
we may expect even greater durability and relative permanence from sewers
being built with present-day methods.
Where a sewer is built to carry the sewage and wastes from manu-
facturing plants containing sulphuric acid gases or other acids known to be
harmful in concentrated form to cement and concrete, the following recom-
mendations are made:
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1* Provide as much ventilation for the aewer as possible.
2. Manholes should be placed not over three hundred feet apart.
3. Sewage containing a high percentage of injurious acid shall not
be introduced into the sewer in its concentrated form but the acid content
shall be diluted to a harmless state before passing into the sewer.
4. Use only most durable aggregates, no limestone or stone dust.
5. Use care in gradation of aggregates, in proportioning and mix-
ing the material to obtain greatest density in the concrete.
6. In the case of precast concrete pipe, do not use it for handling
the sewage until it is sixty days old.
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V. TESTS ON CONCRETE SEiVER PIPE
(A) Discussion
American Society for Testing Materials conducted a series of tests
on concrete drain tile made in collaboration with the Iowa State College of
Mechanical Arts, Ames, Iowa. These tests do not apply strictly to sewer
pipe manufacture but the test requirements adopted by the Society are being
summarized on the accompanying tables, as they are of interest in a com-
parison between pipe made by the dry process such as is used in ordinary
drain tile manufacture and the concrete sewer pipe made by the tamped pro-
cess. (See tables I, II and III)
Of especial interest in this discussion is the report on the
tests of glazed cement sewer pipe compiled by F* C. Bayless, city inspec-
tor of San Diego, California. The tests are completed by October I,
1913. Mr* Bayless was inspector during the second contract of the Cali-
fornia Glazed Cement Pipe Co., with the city of San Diego. The work in-
volved eighteen miles of sewer pipe of various sizes. Materials used in
all pipe above eight inches were Otay cashed sand and gravel. A por-
tion of the six and eight-inch pipe were made, using three-eighths-inch
pebbles* In the larger pipe, three-quarter-inch pebbles were used.
Oompresalon tests were made by placing the barrel of the pipe
the full length on a one-inch strip with a similar strip on top and the
pressure applied with a fulcrum lever with knife-edge bearings. The
lever ratio was 1:12 and the adjustment so sensitive that a one-pound
weight placed on the lever would register twelve pounds on the scales.
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PHYSICAL TEST REQUIREMENTS FOR DIFFERENT
CLASSES OF DRAIN TILE
Table I
FARM DRAIN TILE
Minimum Maximum Average Abaorption by
Average Standard Boiling Teat, per cent.
Internal Ordinary
Diameter Support- Shale
of Tile, ing and Sur- Con-
In. Strength, f x I S3 OX Ova
lb. per O Ittjf ilia
linear ft. Tile Tile
4 800 11 14a**
6 800 XX XI: X<i
8 800 XX 1 AXft x<s
10 o r\ r\800 XX 1 AXffc X<£
12 800 1
1
XI X*
14 900 11 14 12
16 1000 11 14 12
18
20
22
24 Not Not Not Not
26
28 per- per- per- per-
30 mit- mit- mit- mit-
ted ted ted ted
32
34
36
38
40
42

PHYSICAL TEST REQUIREMENTS FOR DIFFERENT
GLASSES OF DRAM TILE
Table II
STANDARD DRAIN TILE
Minimum Maximum Average Absorption by
Average Standard Boiling Teat. per cent.
Internal Ordinary
Diameter Support- Shale
o r iiie t ing and Sur- Con-
In. Strength, c ire— face crete
lb. per lin. clay Clay Tile
ft. Tile Tile
4 1200 9 13
co 9 13
8 1200 9 1 IT13 11
10 1200 9 13 11
12 1200 9 13
14 1200 9 13
9 13
16 1400 y 13 11
20 1500 9 13
22 1600 9 13
24 1700 9 13 g
(JO low 9 13
28 1900 9 13
30 2000 9 13
32 2100 9 13
34 2280 9 13
36 2300 9 13
38 2400 9 13
40 2500 9 13
42 2600 9 13 11
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PHYSICAL TEST REQUIREMENT FOR
DIFFERENT CLASSES OF DRAIN TILE
Table III
EXTRA QUALITY DRAIN TILE
Maximum Average Absorption by
Average Standard Boiling Teat, per cent.
Internal Ordinary
Dl ameter Support-
of Tile, ing Shale
In. Strength
.
and Sur-
lb* per Fire- face Con-
linear ft.
Ilia XX AO
4 1600 7 10
6 1600 7 10
8 1600 7 10
10 1600 7 r 10
12 1600 7f 10
14 1600 7 u 10
16 1600 7 10
18 1800 7 10
20 2000 7 10
22 2200 7 10
24 2400 7 10
26 2600 7 10
28 2800 7 10
30 3000 7 10
32 3200 7 10
34 3400 7 10
36 3600 7 10
38 3800 7 10
40 4000 7 10
42 4200 7 11 10
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Moisture and shrinkage, hydrostatic, absorption, and density
tests were also made.
Following are given the tables whioh show screen tests on the
rook and sand used in making the pipe. (Summarized from Mr. Bayless 1
report
)
Table No. IV
SCREEN TESTS.
In the following the figures given opposite No. mesh of aoreen
indicates the amount of material retained on that size screen.
CRUSHED ROCK OTAY SAND
Mesh Screen Mesh Screen
4 1. % 4 14 %
10 21.5 10 33.5
20 19.5 20 23.
30 17.5 30 10.
50 25.5 50 11/
80 8. 80 3.5
100 3.5 100 2.5
200 2.5 200 2.
Passed 200 1. Passed 200 • 5
Moisture 11.4
Voids in dry Vol. 38.
Shrinkage on satur-
ated Vol. 16.
Shrinkage on
absolutely dry volume by the addition of water was 4.
3/8-in. rock screenings 3/8-in. Otay gravel
4 mesh 14. $ 4 mesh 71. %
10 33.5 10 17.5
20 23. Passed 11.5
30 10.
50 11.
80 3.5
100 2.5
200 2.
Passed •5
****

Table No.V
SCREEN TESTS, OTAY SAND
July 2, 1913. July 3 y 1913.
Retained on: Retained on:
4 mean 4 mesh 1.7b
10 20. 10 80.
20 su if.
30 10.5 30 11.
50 18. 50 16.
80 26. 80 24.5
100 6. 100 6.
200 3. 200 2.5
Passed 200 1. Passed 200 2.
Shrinkage dry vo lume was 18.7$ Shrinkage dry volume was 18.$
Voids saturated volume was 44.6$ Voids saturated volume 44.$
July 5, 1913. July 7, 1913.
Retained on: Retained on:
4 mesh 4 mesh
10 25. 10 17.5
20 J.7.0 20 20.
30 18.5 30 16.5
50 22.5 50 25.
80 f . 80 9.5
100 4.5 100 5.
200 1.5 200 2.5
Passed 200 •5 Passed 200 1.
Shrinkage dry volume was 20.5$ Shrinkage dry volume was 18.5$
Voids saturated volume 38.5$ Voids in saturated Vol. 44.5$
Compression tests on the pipe are tabulated in Table No.
COMPRESSION TEST MACHINE
August 28, 1913.
Made test on Joint of six-inch pipe to determine the ability to
carry earth load when laid without the cutting of bell hitches. The
pipe was supported on two by four blocks under each bell with a two by
four - sixteen-inch long laid along the barrel to receive load, and
broke at two thousand four hundred and eighty-one pounds or one thousand
seven hundred forty and five-tenths pounds per foot.

TABLE OF COMPRESSION TESTS - Table VI.
Showing the number of pounds required to cruah pipe. All pipe unlesa
otherwise specified nre a 1:3 mijc«
Size of Lba. to Material used in
pine
j
break cona truction
6 in. 2215 Otay a and and washed pebblea
6 2553 1-inch strip laid along barrel
6 2493 of pipe to receive load
6 2613
6 2424
6 2520
6 2520
6 2424 Actual load of cement sacks
6 2520 ti
6 2520 M
5 3262 Covered 3 in. with dirt
6 3262
6 1899 All sand and cement 1:2 mix
6 1785 -^-in. crushed rook
6 2157
6 1761
6 1854
6 2064
6 1854
6 2064
8 2221 1:6 washed pebbles
8 2795 It 6 covered 3 in, of dirt
8 1491 ^-ln. crushed rock
8 1653
6 1761
8 1949
8 1854
8 1949 •J-in. crushed rock
6 1654
10 4237 (1:2 made in 1912
10 3958 ) all sand and cement
14 3722 (same as two above
14 3398 )
16 3357 Otay pebbles and sand
16 3151
16 4080
16 5566 Covered 3 in. of dirt
20 3588
20 4128
20 3729
20 3729
22 3229
22 3450
22 3110
24 4048
24 4467
24 4325
24 4553
24 3288 1:6 mix sand and pebbles
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Note difference of strength between washed oebblea and
the crushed rook in the foregoing table.
None of pipe were covered except five specifically mentioned.
****
The results of the hydrostatic tests are given in Tables
Table No. VII
HYDROSTATIC T3STS.
California Glazed Cement Pipe Co •
Plant 10th & M 3t9.
No. ./hen made Day8 old Condition Max. L>onai bion
at 15 lb. pres sure
1
jj
- 29 25 OK 70 OZ
2 5 29 25 f» 70 tl
3 5 30 24 N 65 II
4 5 30 24 N 80 If
c
D 5 26 II 60 Broke
6 5 2 22 II 60 OZ
7 6 2 22 it 80 ii
8 6 3 21 • 70 ii
9 6 3 21 It 80 ii
10 6 4 20 II 70 ft
11 6 5 19 M 70 II
12 * 6 18 II 65 II
13 6 6 18 II 90 It
14 6 m 7 17 II 70 •1
15 6 9 15 II 65 •1
16 6 9 15 •1 70 tf
17 6 6 18 II 70 II
18 6 6 16 M 65 II
19 6 10 14 M 70 II
20 6 11 13 II 65 II
21 6 11 13 II 65 II
22 6 11 13 II 65 • 1
23 6 31 27 II 40 H
24 6 9 15 II 70 M
25 6 12 12 H 65 II
Peircentage of pipe OZ at 15 lb. 100$
June 24th
P. C. Bayless
Inspector.
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Table No. VIII
HYDROSTATIC TEST
California Glazed Cement Pipe Co.
Plant 10th & M Sts.
No. When made Day9 old Condition Max.
at 15 lb. Pressure
1 6 13 31 OK 75 lb. OK
2 6 m 13 31 70 N
3 6 13 31 •• 65 ft
4 6 14 39 n 70 ii
5 6 14 30 N 70 tf
6 6 14 30 ii 70 ii
7 6 16 29 ii 80 ii
8 6 16 29 M 80 ii
9 6 16 29 II 78 •i
10 6 - 17 28 ll 80yv n
11 6 17 28 II 80 •i
12 6 17 28 ll 85 it
13 6 18 27 ll 75 ii
14 6 18 27 •l 75 ••
15 6 ,18 27 •t 75 ii
16 6 19 26 •1 75 i
17 6 19 26 M 85 ii
18 6 19 26 II 80 it
19 6 20 25 II 80 •i
20 6 20 25 II 70 it
21 6 20 25 •1 60 •i
Note - No* 9 showed very slight leaks when water was turned on but took
up in leas than five minutes making the entire twenty-one joints OK.
July 14, 1913. F.C.Bayless,
Inspector
*****
Absorption and density tests are shown in Tables Nos.IX and X.
All of these tests were made on pipe formed on the Thomas Hammond
sewer pipe machine which consists of a revolving core and a tamping
machine which delivers four hundred blows per minute on the walls of
the pipe* Absorption and density tests on cast pipe are given in
Table No. XI .
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Table No. IX
ABSORPTION AND DENSITY TESTS - 1913
Time Satur-
Mix Dry '/eight Sub- ated Absorp- Den-
merged weight tion sity
1-lFii
I
46 lb. 10 day
a
47i 96.9
45* N 47 3.6 96.4
it 45j •I 47 3.2 96.8
•• 40 M 41 4. 96.
•i 46i
45?
it 48 3.6 96.4
ii ii 47 3.6 96.4
ii 43 •t
46-f
6.4 93.6
(
it 43$ ii 6.3 93.7
Note N 45"
45*
43$
•i 47a 4.2 95.8
I Water
)
M ii 13 4.2 95.8
was
)
II •i 45§
48f
4.3 95.7
out) M 46§ n 4.1 95.8
1
1/3) M 4£i ii 44Jm
4. 96.
It 43£ M 4.2 95.8
Time Satur-
Mix Dry weight sub- ated Absorp- Den-
merged weight tion sity
i-if-ii 4. %
3.3
2.7
2.8
1.6
3.7
3.
3.9
3.6
3.2
3.8
3.8
3.7
3.7
3.2
3.1
4.2
3.
3.
it
•»
M
ft
it
tt
11
ft
it
it
tl
tt
it
11
11
it
ll
11
18.5
14.f
18.|
17.
46i
26
24
133
132i
134
43*
43f
44-J
*§i
45±
471
47}
10 days
if
19|
i?i
47
27
24|
138.5
137i
136.5
45.
45i
46§
46|
46
47
47^
48#
96.% Broken pip
96.7 »
97.3 »
97.2 »
98.4 Full joint
96.3 Broken pip
97. "
96.1 3 joints
96.4 »
96.8 »
96.2
96.2
96.3
96.3
96.8
96.9
96.8
97.
97.

Table Mo. X.
ABSORPTION AND DENSITY TESTS
r
Mix Dry
weight
Time
sub-
[
merged
Satur-
ated
weight
Absorp-
tion
Den-
sity
1:4 or
1:2:2
1:2:2
1:5 or
l:£fc:2|-
Ii2fct2§
1:6 or
1:3:3ITT1: 3:
3
1:3:3
1:3:3
1:3:3
1:3:3
1:3:3
46*
46
46J-
46§
47-|
64}
64*
64
63i
64t
64
64*
64*
10 days
it
it
it
it
H
•i
ii
ti
•i
n
ti
ii
-
48 lb.
47*
47|
47*
47
48}
65f
66
67
66*
3.1*
3.1
3.
3.1
3.1
2.5
2.
2.3
3.9
3.5
3.8
3.
96.9
96.9
97.
96.9
96.9
97.5
98.
97.7
96.1
96.5
96.2
97.
Table No, XI •
CAST PIPE
ABSORPTION & DENSITY TESTS
1913
Mix Dry
weight
Time
sub-
merged
Satur-
ated
weight
Absorp-
tion
Den-
sity
l-l|-li
n
M
It
H
34*
35
34£
36f
55}
5 days
it
ti
ii
ti
37 lb.
38*
37
39*
59
6.75
10.
9.3
7.5
6.3
93.25
90.
89.7
92.5
93.7
Note: Above are same aa tamped pipe only made soppy wet and cast and
puddled in molds with air-well well worked out.
****
The tests show the pipe to be equal, in most cases superior to
that of any other type of pipe in use. No standard specifications are
as yet adopted by the American engineering socities, although the American
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Concrete Institute, the American Concrete Pipe Association and the American
Society for Testing Materials are now at work on this subject. Additional
tests on pipe made on the same machine are available from the Consolidated
Coal Co., Saginaw, Michigan, which is operating a concrete sewer pipe plant
at Saginaw. These testa shown in Table No. do not show quite as great
strength and low absorption as the California tests. An older type of
machine was used but all of the tests bring the pipe well within best spec-
ifications on concrete pipe sewers.
Tests made by A. & M. College, Texas, by D. W. Spence, Houston,
Texas, are given in the letter from Mr. Spence of November 9. This letter
follows:
TESTS MADE AT A. & M. COLLEGE, TEXAS
BY D. SPENCE
Houston, Texas, Nov. 9, 1912.
Brown Builder* s Supply Co.,
Houston, Texas.
Gentlemen:
"When Mr. Curless was here yesterday he stated that you would need
to know the results of my tests as far as they have gone by Monday morn-
ing, in order that you might appear before the City Council.
"In testing the eight-inch with the saddles at top and bottom, I
loaded one piece of pipe with thirty-three thousand four hundred and
fifty pounds without breaking it but broke the chain holding the rails.
The next morning, I loaded the same piece of pipe with sixty-six thous-
and five hundred pounds, and no cracks appeared. In changing this pipe,
however, I had to take it out of the saddles, and found that I had bro-
ken the bell off. In my opinion, this break was due to an eccentric
twist of the rails when we removed the load.
"I tested another piece of eight-inch pipe with the saddles, and
it crushed under a load of forty-eight thousand three hundred and sixty
pounds.
"I tested a ten-inch pipe with the saddles, with a load of fifty-
seven thousand pounds, but had to abandon my test, as the chain broke.
"I then tested a twelve-inch pipe, the pipe resting in the saddle,
but the load being applied without any top saddle by means of a rail
resting on one end of the pipe proper, but not resting on the bell. The
pipe crushed at five thousand one hundred and fifty pounds.

"A fifteen-inch pipe loaded similarly as the twelve-inch pipe crushed
at four thousand aix hundred and fifty pounds.
"An eighteen-inch pipe similarly loaded crushed at eight thousand
four hundred and fifty pounds.
"A twenty-four-inch pipe similarly loaded crushed at six thousand
three hundred fifty pounds.
"A thirty-inch pipe similarly loaded crushed at nine thousand four
hundred pounds.
"An eighteen-inch pipe tested with the saddles at top and bottom
withstood a load of sixty-two thousand four hundred and fifty pounds
without crushing, but cracks developed on both the vertical and horizon-
tal diameters.
"A twenty-four-inch pipe tested with saddles at top and bottom
showed cracks on the vertical diameter with a load of twenty-four thousand
pounds, but withstood a total load of fifty-one thousand eight hundred
pounds without crushing. At this point the cracks were open on both the
vertical and horizontal diameters but I had to abandon the test as my
railroad rails were bent to the ground at the open end.
"A thirty-inch pipe tested with saddles at the top and bottom showed
cracks at twenty-three thousand five hundred pounds and crushed at thirty-
eight thousand pounds.
"In all these tests with the saddles, the pipes were laid their full
length, including the bell, and were carefully imbedded in plaster of par-
is. I have not yet completed a hydrostatic test, but will write a com-
plete report of the above tests and of the hydrostatic tests next week
and send you copies*
Signed
,
D« W. Spence."
****
Accompanying also are reports of tests on California Glazed
Cement Pipe at San Diego, California, under city inspection. This is
report of February 27, 1912. The discussion follows:
REPORT OP TESTS ON CALIFORNIA GLAZED
CEMENT PIPE AT SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA,
UNDER CITY INSPECTION
February 27, 1912 notes on mixture for glazed cement pipe.
"Mixture, one part cement, one part Lakeside, and one part Tia Juana
sand. The batch consisted of two sacks of cement, or two cubic feet,
and four cubic feet of sand. The amount of moisture in sand was found to
be equal to five per cent, or three hundred and forty-five cubic inches.
The amount of water supplied from tank was one thousand two hundred forty-
three cubic inches, or a total of one thousand five hundred and eighty-
eight cubic inches in the batch.

"This would make the water volume equal to 45.6 per cent of cement
TOlume and 15.3 per cent of the entire cement and sand volume. Pipe
made in this manner and cured thirty days, ahowa an evaporation of from
2.25 per oent to 2.95 per cent nor doea time aeem to increaae the per cent
of evaporation.
"Query. Doea aome chemical action take place whereby the 7/ater ia
tranaformed into a aolid? Strange as it may aeem, thia appeara to be
the case, in view of the fact that we have 15.3 per cent of water to start
with and we never get rid of more than three per cent.
"March 28, 1912. Notes on weight of six-inch pipe.
"On thia date the weight waa taken of twenty-three joints ( forty
-
six feet) of aix-inoh pipe (on amount produced from one barrel of cement
to a 1:2 mix) and found to weigh one thousand sixty-three pounds, or an
average of 46.2 pounds per foot.
"Four cubic feet or one barrel of cement weighs 376 pounds
"Sight cubic feet of sand at 94 lb. per cubic foot752 pounds
"Water uaed, 4.44 gallona, weight 37 pounds
1,165 pounds
"Thia makes a total of one thousand one hundred and sixty-five pounds
aa against one thousand sixty-three pounds which gives a loss by shrink-
age and waste of 8.7 per cent.
"April 23, 1913. 4.30 P.M.
"Sample of six-inch cement pipe made at eight o'clock A.M. this date,
submerged in water for water cure test.
"May 14, 1912.
"Sample above mentioned taken from water. Time in water, twenty
days, age twenty-one days. This sample broke at one hundred and seventy-
five pounds. Ho leak. Three other samples made the same day and cured
in air were subjected to test. Two of these samples were laid on wet
ground and the third laid on top of them where it did not come in contact
with any moisture, only as the pipe was sprinkled every day for nine days.
The two pipes on the ground broke at one hundred and seventy-five pounds
and one hundred and ninty pounds, respectively, and the one lying on the
top broke at one hundred and thirty-five pounds.
"A six-inch pipe made of one cement, two crushed rock dust and one
of sand broke at one hundred and twenty-five pounds; also one six*-inch
composed of one part cement and three parts sand, the cement being what
is known as Tufa cement, broke at one hundred and twenty pounds.
"April 5, 1912. Tests on green six-inch pipe.
"These tests were made to determine the earliest age at which a
cement pipe would withstand a hydrostatic test.
"Six samples were tested with the following results;
"Two joints ten days old, one joint six days old and one joint four
daya old, stood sixty pounds per inch without a leak. The pressure then
jumped to ninty pounds but the pipe would not break.
"The fifth sample, two days old, broke at forty-five pounds but showed
no leak until it broke.
"Sample Number Six, one day old, stood fifteen pounds without a leak
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and broke in throe minutes at twenty pounds.
"April 15, 1912. Teats on green fourteen-inch pipe.
"On this date we tested fifty poua*e of fourteen-inch pipe ranging
in age from six to ten days old. The pipe was 1:3 mix, as follows:
One part cement, one part sand and two parts one-quarter-inch crushed
rock screenings. It was found by test that the sand contained five n
one-quarter-per cent water and the rock five per cent. 'x'his would
equal three hundred and ninty cubic inches of water in the aggregate,
to which was added six hundred and eighty-one cubic inches from tank, or
15*5 per cent of entire m*ss water. These pipes were all tested to
from thirty to sixty pounds, and ninty-four per cent of them were per-
fect in every respect. Of those lost, one was broken by the* screw in
the press, and one had been fractured in removing the form when it was
made. One of these samples was broken on May 14, at a pressure of one
hundred and twenty pounds per inch or over sixty-three tons united in-
ternal pressure.
"April 18, 1913.
"These tests were made to determine the relative strength of pipe
that was thoroughly dry and pipe that was thoroughly saturated. The
two samples used in this test were made January 20, 1912, and were cured
in the regular way and at the age of thirty days. The evaporation on
sample Number One was 2.25 per cent and on sample Number Three, 2.52
per cent*
"Both these samples were then set under a shed so they got no water
on them until April 8, when one of them, sample Number One, was put in
water, and let remain until April 18. At this date both samples were
eighty-eight days old and made from the same batch of mud, the proportion
being one part Eiverside cement, one part Tia Juana and one part Cuyamaca
sand. Thickness of shell was one inch. Amount of water used would be
as one to four of entire batch.
"Sample Number One (wet) showed no leak at any time and broke at
one hundred and forty pounds per inch. Sample Number Three showed no
leak and broke at one hundred pounds per square inch or forty-two and
one-quarter tons internal pressure. This satisfies me more than ever
that constant application of water is of vital importance in concrete
construction, as evidenced by these tests.
GLAZED CLAY PIPE TESTS POP ABSORPTION
"Two samples of vitrified pipe which had been accepted by the City
of Los Angeles for sewer construction, after being in water ten days,
showed an absorption of 6.1 per cent and 6.84 per cent respectively.
''Select sample from J* S* 3chirm, ten days in water, absorbed 3.1
per cent. This was first class sample.
"Three broken pieces of conduit, being used by the San Diego Con-
solidated Gas and Electric Co. for underground wires (and the best goods
that money can buy) ten days in water, absorbed 2.3 per cent.
"March 9, 1912* Moisture tests on sand.
"Sample Lakeside and Tia Juana, 1 and 1.
"Sample weighed wet, forty-seven and one-quarter pounds; dry forty
four and three-quarters pounds; shrinkage equals 5.28 per cent or 69.32
cubic Inches; shrinkage on volume oxi this sample was found to be seven-
teen per cent.
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"For aoreen tests on aand, see Table Number
For one batch in mixer, eight times this amount of sand was used
on four cubic feet, and two sacks of cement.
"The amount of moisture in sand would equal twenty pounds, or 554.5
cubic inohes.
"The amount of water used from the tank was one thousand and thirty
seven cubic inches or a total of 1,591.5 cubic inches.
"The total cement and sand volume was ten thousand three hundred and
sixty-eight cubic inohes. This would make the water 13.3 per cent of
the entire batch.
"This test was followed by one on April 3, in which I found 1.5 per
cent of moisture in sand and the amount of water used in the batch would be
equal to 12,9 per cent of sand and cement volume*
GLAZED CEMENT PIPE TESTS - TABLE XIII.
Size Date Weight Weight Den- Time Weight Ab- Final
made green 30 da. sity in
water
sorp-
tion
den-
sity
6" 12/17/11 6 days 51 1.5 98.5
6" 1/17/12
74
10 5li 1.49 98.51
8" 12/14/11 11 78.1 2.42 97.59
8" 1/20/12 #1-77} 76 97.75 10" " 77.5 2.25 97.75
8" •i #2-78§ 77 97.77 2.25 97.75
8" M #3-79| 77.5 97.48|Wt at 88 da. 77
1
10" tl #l-10li 98.75 97.3
10" tl #2-101^ 98.75 97.05
10" It #3-102§ 100.00 97.57 10 days 102i 2.43 97.57
10" 11/28/11 103 « 75 6 " 105 1.7 98.3
12" 12/2/11 137.25 11 " 1384 1.8 98.2
14" 11/23/11 189.25 11 " 192§ 1.19 98.81
14" 1/2/12 193f 190.50 98.32 10 » 193f 1.68 98.32
#1 sample of 8'* pipe broke at 140 lb. hydrostatic pressure
#1 II M JQM tt n ti »t 11 11 11
#3 1 II 20" M n n •1 ti it 11
Sampl e 14" made 1/2/12 broke at 104 lb. hydrostatic pressure
CRUSHING TEST ON CEMENT PIPE
"The following samples were tested by bedding the pipe in gand the
full length of barrel, then placing a one and one-half-inch strip along
the top on which rested a plank. The pipe was then loaded with cement
until It broke.
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Sample #1 6" pipe broke at 2,139 lb. per foot
I
3
4
5
6
7
8"
10M
10"
12"
14"
14"
1,700
" 2,139
" 1,700
" 1,850
" 1,425
" 1,900
"(10 da.old-one part oement
" l^f aand and 2 parts rock
dust) #7 sample, 1:2 aand
and cement, wet mix.
CRUSHING TEST ON VITRIFIED CLAY
Sample #1 8" broke at 1,100 lb. per foot
n £ 8" " " 948 " " M
PER CENT OF VOIDS IN DIFFERENT AGGREGATES
i-in. crushed rook screenings
|-in. " M
l{-in. "
1-in. w
2-in. " "
Coarse sand
Fine aand
Beach aand
38% voids
48% H
47%
49%
51%
44%
42%
43.5%
Note:
Beach aand will retain 25 per cent of water by capillary attrac-
tion. Theae voids taken on loose gauge meaaurea not settled .
HISTORY OF A 14-IN. GLAZED CEMENT PIPE
"This joint of pipe waa made by Arthur S. Bent for uae in the San
Diego aewer system and waa subjected to the following teats, to ascer-
tain, ao far aa poaaible, the qualificationa of thia kind of pipe for
uae in aewer construction.
HThe proportiona of pipe were aa follows: Length of pipe, two
feet; depth of bell, two inches; thickness of shell, one and one-half
inch. No reinforcing was used with the exception of a Number Twelve
wire in the bell to support the excesa weight at that point, while
green. The mixture waa one part Riverside cement, one part Lakeside sand
and one part Tia Juana. The screen teata on aand were as followa:
screen 1.5% Amt. remaining on 80meah 7.5%
" 12.5% " " » 100 " 3.0%
" 20.5% " » " 200 » 1.5%
" 20.0% Thrtl 200 "
.5%
" 35.0%
Amount remaining on 4-mesh
" H 10-meah
H M 20-meah
M
" 30-meah
M
" 50-meah
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"It waa also found by evaporating a sample of the aand that It con-
tained 5.28 per cent moisture, and the aample waa found to have shrunk
seventeen per cent in volume on account of removing the water. The amount
of water used from tank in producing the proper consistency for good pipe
was equal to 11.52 per cent of the entire volume. This would make a to-
tal of 16.8 per oent of water to the absolute dry volume of aand and cement.
"This joint of pipe was made January 20, 1912, and weighed in the
mold and found to weigh one hundred and ninty-three and three-quarters
pounds net. After curing the required thirty days (as per contract)
it was found to weigh one hundred ninty and one-half pounds, showing an
evaporation of 1.68 per cent. It waa then put in water for ten days, and
when taken out was found to weigh one hundred and ninty three and three-
quarters pounds, which gave a density of 98.32 per cent. The pipe was
then set under an open shed where no sun or water could touch it save that
would be absorbed through atmosphere, and at the age of twenty-one days,
was found to weigh 192.5 pounds, showing a density of 99.5 per cent nearly.
It was then subjected to hydrostatic test of fifty-six pounds per square
inch and showed a very small moist spot around bell. Aa this was our
limit on pressure, at that time, the pipe was set aside on March 29th (twen-
ty-seven days after taking pipe from the water, and sixty-seven days from
time of making )was again subjected to test with no leak at sixty pounds.
Pressure was then pumped up to breaking point, which was reached at one
hundred and four pounds per square inch on a united internal pressure on
the walls of the pipe of 54.5 tons nearly. When the pipe broke the re-
port was a clear, sharp crack, similar to the report of a twenty-two rifle.
"This test convinces me that the constant application of water in
the manufacture of cement products is a very important factor, and that
the product will become much stronger under such practice.
"Juno 10, 1913, the above pipe at sixteen months old weighed one
hundred and ninty pounds. This shows a density of 98.6 per cent."
* ****
A letter to Arthur S# Bent, from F« C. Bayless, City Inspec-
tor of San Diego, July 23, 1913, although summarized in the table of tests
is of especial interest here:
"San Diego, California, July 23, 1912.
Mr. Arthur S« Bent,
520 Central Building,
Los Angeles, California,
Dear Bent:
"As you know I have been very much interested in cement and cement
products for a number of years but the last year and a half while acting
as city inspector at your pipe plant haa been the most interesting of all.
"You know of the experiments I conducted last year and the reaiiita
tf
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obtained, but this year since starting a series of further experiments I
have come to the conclusion that the cement age is still in its infancy,
in fact, we know comparatively little as yet. vVhat can be accomplished
in the way of actual (not theoretical I results in the use of cement
and cement products? working along these lines I have undertaken to do
the impossible (so to speak) but I never had hoped to obtain the results
which have crowned my efforts. I first conoeived the idea of a 1:4 wa-
terproof pipe and induced your superintendent, Mr* Vogt, to try a batch
which he did. They looked so good, I then had him try a 1:5 mix and this
result being satisfactory we kept right along with 1:6 and then 1:7 and
last 1:8.
"The first test made was on a 1:6 mix pipe at seven days old. Six
joints were tested to twenty-five pounds hydrostatic pressure without a
leak or break. The pressure was run to fifty pounds on two joints and
ninty pounds on one Joint and seventy-five pounds on one joint, the last
one broke at seventy-five pounds but none of them showed any signs of
leaking till the final break. The next test was twenty-five joints of
1:4 mix ten days old. These were all tested to forty pounds pressure.
All of them withstood this pressure, one had crack near bell and four
joints the mud had not been the proper plastic consistency, but even al-
lowing this the results were eighty per cent waterproof.
"The next come twenty joints of 1:5 mix ten days old tested to
forty pounds per inch gave a resultant of ninty-five per cent perfect.
Hext come ten joints of 1:6 ten days old tested to forly pounds gave
a resultant of ninty per cent perfect* Following these come nine joints
1:7 mix ten days old tested to forty pounds with eight perfect joints
and one that had very slight leak. One of these joints was broken at
seventy-five pounds at twelve days old.
"The last of this series was seven joints of 1:8 mix eleven days
old. These pipe were not waterproof owing to the fact that there was
not enough fine aggregate to fill the voids. But three of these joints
stood forty pounds and four of them fifty pounds pressure without break-
ing, and yesterday three of them stood seventy pounds at forty-three
days old.
"Now, Mr. Bent, I do not intend at the present time to champion
the longest mix that made good, but I am perfectly willing to bank my
reputation on the 1:6 mix with the kind of material we have here and made
as I want them made. I had Mr. Vogt make some more 1:6 yesterday and if
any of your friends wish to see them or are skeptical regarding the state-
ments made here if you will bring them down they can see the material meas-
ured into the mixer, see the pipe come out of the form and put any private
mark they want to on them and I will agree to show them similar results to
the above.
"Finally from what I have learned from these experiments and tests
has convinced me that all such pipe (made as these are made) is perfectly
practical for sewer purposes, as well as a great saving to the tax payer as
he is the man who foots the bills. As regards the pipe you are making
for the city, viz: 1:3 mix, would say that I have made two sets of tests.
Of course our specifications only call for fifteen-pound pressure, but
owing to the fact that last year we had a 1:2 mix, I gave these pipe a
severe test to see what they would stand. The first of these was on
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June 24 and twenty-five Joint a of six-inch pipe ranging in age from twelve
to twenty-five days old. The minimum preaaure used in theae testa waa for-
ty pounda and the maxirum ninty pounds. All of theae pipea were water-
proof and only one Joint waa broken by theae excessively high preaaurea.
The last official test I made waa July 14 on twenty-one Joints of aix-inoh
pipe of varying agea from twenty-five to thirty-one daya old with preaaurea
ranging from sixty to eight-five pounds. None of the pipe were broken
and only one of them showed any signs of moisture and that one very little,
in fact not enough to impair the serviceability of the pipe. As regards
absorption tests the pipe I have tested so far are well within the limit
of four per cent.
Yours truly,
Signed - F. C. Bayless,
City Inspector."
*****
The following tests, made in Kansas City, Missouri, July 12,
1916, are quite variable in the breaking load in pounds per square inch.
City specifications require thirty-three pounds per square inch, and many
of these samples run far over and a few of them fall below the required
mark, indicating imperfect process of manufacture. A study of the sys-
tem has shown that the concrete is compacted with non-uniform density and
care has not been taken in the proportioning of the materials, and in
the operation of the machinery. Other tests on concrete pipe show con-
clusively that these irregular tests are due to variation in the manufac-
ture. A report of the tests is given in Table No. IV.

Table No. XIV
REPORT OF TESTS HADE IN KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI, JULY 12 1916.
ON CONCRETE SEVER PIPE
Number Date tested Size Date made Breaking
load - lb.
per aq.in.
Remarks
1 7-12-16 15" 6-22-16 42 lb. Placed in open July X
and submerged in water
July 8 and allowed to
stand till tested
la 7-12-16 15" 6-22-16 43 lb. Ditto
2 7-12-16 15" 6-26-16 74 lb. Stored in curing room
until tested
2a 7-12-16 15" 6-26-16 73 lb. Stored in curing room
until tested and placet
in open air 24 hrs. be
fore testing
3 7-12-16 18" 7-5-16 15 lb. Stored in curing room
until tested
3a 7-12-16 18" 7-5-16 55 lb. Stored in curing room
and placed in open air
48 hrs. before testing
4 7-12-16 15" 6-22-16 36 lb. Stored in curing room
until 7-1 and in the
open until tested
4a 7-12-16 15" 6-22-16 90 lb. Di-to
5 7-12-16 15" 6-29-16 33 lb. Allowed to atand in
curing room till teste<
5a 7-12-16 15" 6-29-16 65 lb. Ditto
6 7-12-16 15" 6-29-16 40 lb. Allowed to stand in
curing room and placed
in open air July 10
6a 7-12-16 15" 6-29-16 85 lb. Ditto
City specifications require 33 lb, per square inch.
*****
The Load Tests of Concrete Pipe
(By E. R. Conant, Chief Engineer,
Savannah, Georgia.
)
This is taken from Engineering News, Sept. 16, 1915.
Preparatory to the construction of twelve miles of sanitary and
storm water sewers in Savannah, Mr. Conant made tests on the concrete pipe
made by the Lock Joint Pipe Co. of New York. Setting tests were made on
one section each of forty-eight-inch and sixty-six-inch diameter pipe and
on two jointed sections of thirty-six-inch pipe. All concrete was mixed

in the proportion of l»2i4, using river sand and crushed granite for ag-
gregate. Reinforcing was of standard size and dimensions for this type
of pipe. The test on the forty-eight-inch pipe was accomplished by plac-
ing the load on a forty-two-inch wide platform, carried on a one-inch
knife-edge which rested on the top element of the pipe. The direct load
was applied by loading the platform with cement in sacks over a space four
feet to the knife-edge. The forty-eight-inch pipe, forty-eight inches
long and sixty days old showed a hair crack at the invert of crown at four
and one-half tons load. The deflection was inappreciable. The load was
left in place unchanged for twenty-four hours but no change in the pipe
took place. The loading was resumed until 7.35 tons or 2.08 ^ons per lin-
ear foot had been placed. At this load the deflection was three-eighths
of an inch and cracks in the inverted crown opened up slightly, but no
crack extended outside the inner line of reinforoement. In this pipe,
American Steel and Wire Co.* a triangle mesh, number Thirty-four was used
for reinforcing, two hoops being used - the first one and three-quarters
inch from the outside base, the second one and three-quarters inch from
inside base of the pipe.
Similar load test was made on a sixty-six-inch pipe after the
pipe had aged fourteen days. The loading of eleven and one-half tons was
applied on a one-inch knife-edge, producing a deflection of only one-
sixteenth of an inch at the crown. A few hair cracks occurred on the in-
side of the pipe at the top and bottom.
Another test was made to determine the strength of the joint.
Two thirty-six-inch diameter pipes were joined with grout in the customary
manner and the pipe was then supported at its end and load was placed on
a sixteen-inch saddle centered over the joint. In this test eight and
one-half tons ^as placed on the loading platform with the result that no
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deflection could be noticed and no cracks occurred. The Joint thus re-
sisted a bending load greater than the required strength of pipe.
Numerous other tests have been made and are available from a
wide range of localities, but cannot all be included. The ones given
are considered representative of sewer pipe made by different methods and
in different places, and furnish sufficient material for a study of strength
of concrete pipe, necessity for tests, and results obtainable from tests.
Supplementary RenSarkfe
.
The data given in the preceding pages do not cover
the subject in as much aetail as the author desires, ana he
has considered carefully as to whether this material shoulu be
presented at all. The facts are difficult to obtain and to
present. The author has recently been connected inuirectly
with an investigation by a sewer pipe company which spent
$17,000 to secure the desirea data. This material has not yet
been released by the consulting engineers who made the report,
but was to have been available for this thesis. In its
absence, it was though best to set aown the foregoing, which
has been collected by the v/riter at considerable expense.
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TESTS OK CONCRETE SEVER PIPE
(B) (Conclusions)
When the manufacture of concrete pipe becomes standardized
and machinery so improved that concrete pipe will have an opportunity
of competing in price with pipe of <rther materials, ;t will without doubt
come into general use everywhere. Tests ere of extreme importance for
determining quality of the pipe as the walls of the pipe are very thin and
providing precautions are not taken in making, poor pipe easily result.
Furthermore, if the pipe are made by process allowing evaporation of mois-
ture from the surface, injury to the concrete will result.
Specifications for concrete pipe might well include only the
test requirements, including tests for supporting strength, absorption,
freezing and thawing* These are all tests of the quality of the pipe.
Practice of specifying both strength for the pipe and kind of materials,
wall thicknesses, methods of making, etc. is undesirable. The author
has committed this mistake himself,on one occasion finding that pipe
made in one plant had thinner walls than standard dimensions required,
but would pass the strength requirements easily. One objection to
specifying details of manufacture, dimensions, eto. is the limiting of
acceptable pipe to those manufacturers who happen to be equipped with
machinery making pipe of the dimensions given. One manufacturer has
reduced the wall thickness on plain concrete pipe below what is commonly
specified for reinforced concrete pipe by means of his process of manu-
facture and has developed a pipe which will more than withstand the stric-
test strength tests now in use.
Strength, absorption and freezing tests for the selection of
pipe are sufficient tests for quality and obviate the necessity of spe-
cial specifications regarding mixtures, proportions, and methods of manu-
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facture.
American Socioty for Testing Materials has now in process of
formulation a set of specifications for concrete sewer pipe. .'/hen they
are completed, engineers will have a guide as to strength requirements
for general adoption.
Strength tests are not only necessary and desirable from the
standpoint of the engineer, but are a guide to pipe manufacturers and
should be made as strictly and consistently in the pipe manufacturing
plants as on the contract work. Little difficulty will then occur from
rejection of pipe shipments, as the process of manufacture should be
so under control and related to testing that it would be impossible to
turn out any large quantity of pipe of an unsatisfactory nature. In
a well equipped pipe plant with a standardized method of manufacture
it is no more expensive to make all of the pipe pass the strength spe-
cifications than to fluctuate back and forthwith a non-uniform pro-
duct. Systematic testing is therefore a check on the workmen and
will result in the long run in saving to the pipe manufacturer.
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Vl.«7ATiRPK00FING IN III CONSTRUCTION
Vaterproofing compounds have been U9ed in sewer construction in
some cities, and there are several items to be considered, both pro and con,
as to whether or not such treatment is necessary or desirable.
Absolute watertightness is unnecessary for ordinary sewer con-
struction. Where the sewage is to be pumped, an excess of infiltration
adds appreciably to the cost of pumping, and it is important that the amount
of leakage be reduced to as low a quantity as consistent with practical con-
struction methods. JSven then, however, it is doubtful if the amount of
infiltration coramon to standard construction concrete properly placed in
sewers would be worth taking into consideration. The author believes that
the use of proper engineering judgment in the selection and gradation of
aggregates and in the methods of placing the concrete makes it possible to
4
practically eliminate or at* least to reduce to a low figure the amount of
seepage. Necessity for competent inspection, however, is a subject con-
cerning which there is no argument. City engineers especially are con-
fronted with political problems in the selection of construction inspectors,
and in such cases there is some justification in taking steps to make the
work "fool-proof" so far as possible. This point is one, however, on which
the author differs with many practicing engineers. Skill and close inspec-
tion are required in working out any special processes such as the use of
waterproofing compounds, waterproofing membranes and the like. Close atten-
tion on the part of the engineer in charge is always required in develop-
ing the proper use and effect with any special treatment. Where effort and
time are spent in instruction to inspectors and in observation of the in-
spectors* methods, a great deal of good can be done to overcome the ignor-
ance and carelessness of some of the untrained inspectors. Time spent in
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thia manner would coat leaa and bring larger returns than money spent for
some questionable waterproofing material. Inatallation of high-grade
machinery auch aa the mechanical engineer and the electrical engineer are
concerned with, bridge and building construction, ornamental architectur-
al treatment, require greateat aid 11 and attention on the part of inspec-
tora, and there ia no logical reaaon why the civil engineer 9hould aub-
mit a basic principle of construction to an inexcusable fault in hi a in-
spection system.
Louisville, Ky. installed a large sewerage ayatem a few years
ago and in about 1910 the engineers for the Commissioners of Sewerage made
experiments to determine the most satisfactory and effective compound to
use in waterproofing concrete for sewer building in wet trenches, which
are here summarized. Tests were made on specimens four inches thick and
ten inches in diameter. Three different kinds of specimens were made as
follows - in one the aggregate was theoretically proportioned to make a
perfect mixture; the second sample was mixed of 1:2:4 concrete; and the
third was made of 1:2:4 concrete to which the various waterproofing com-
pounds were added. Seepage tests were made for a duration of seven hours
under fifteen pounds pressure. Included in the experiments are nearly
all of the well known commercial waterproofing compounds as well as clay,
fine sand and hydrated lime. Following is a table which shows the amount
of seepage in seven hours through concrete with the various waterproofing
treatments, under fifteen pounds pressure, taken from the report of the
Commissioners of Sewerage of Louisville, Ky. , 1907 to 1910, page eighty-
seven:
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Table No. XV.
SEEPAGE IN SEVEN HOURS THROUGH CONCRETE ".7ITH
VARIOUS »VATERPROOFING TREATMENTS, UNDER FIF-
TEEN-POUND PRESSURE
(Report of Commissioners of Sewerage, Louisville,
Ky. 1907-1910, page 87)
Speoimen Cu. in.
per aq.
,
in.
Cu,
cen-
ti-
meters
per
aq.cen.
Gal.
per
sq.
ft.
Total see-
page in cu.
centimeters
1.53 3.99 3.22 721
Concrete, It 2t4. 6.30 16.6 13.85 3000
Concrete with 5% clay 0.85 2.20 1.78 398
Concrete with 10^ clay 0.12 0.31 0*25 56
Concrete with 5% fine
4.86 12.65 10.21 2290
Concrete with 10$> fine
1.20 0.12 2.51 E^E565
ooncrete witn nyara-
0.71 1.83 1.48 332
Concrete with 6% hydra-
0.24 0.62 0.50 112
Conorete with 8% hydra-
0.10 0.27 0.22 49
Concrete with 2% Me-
0.92 2.49 2.01 450
Concrete with 4£ Me-
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Concrete with 4;b LTau-
0.23 0.61 0.49 110
Concrete with Ceresit.. 1.98 5.03 4.22 928
Concrete with 4>b Toxe-
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Concrete with LlcCor-
0.17 0.44 0.36 80
Tests were also made to determine the effects of these var-
ious compounds upon the tensile strength of neat cement and mortar with
the results given in Table No. XVI . As a result of these experiments
it was decided to use ten per cent of fine molding sand with some clay
in substitution for an equal amount of ordinary sand. The author be-
lieves that this carriea out the basic principle of waterproofing. A
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table is given below: m>
RESULTS OF TESTS TO DETERMINE EFFECT OF WATERPROOF-
ING MATERIALS UPON THE TENSILE STRENGTH OF NEAT AND
MORTAR (1:3) BRIQUETS
Watemro o fi nir
mft'tatI ftl a ad —
ded
How added
Per
cent
added
ensile Strength
Km pit Mortar 1:3
i uay s <£o clay fl 7 days OD A era<oo days
UV/vU A 111 J. A
,
ment at mill...*. 797 740 205 307
KoCormiok M B", Combined with co-
513 577 199 220
in place of water 5.0 642 669 311 375
Molding a and.
.
In place of aand" 5*0 698 743 176 368
Molding aand.. In place of sand 10.0 636 642 177 510
Hydrated lime. Added directly to 5.0 749 651 387 511
x^ydrated lime. dry cement ....... 10.0 606 635 371 505
Tolace of sand* 2.5 753 737 235 344
In place of aand 5.0 716 912 221 401
In place of sand 7.5 644 802 344 327
The report of the Committee on Waterproofing Materials of the
American Society for Testing Materials (1913) states the following among
its conclusions:
"That the majority of patented and proprietary integral com-
pounds tested have little or no immediate or permanent effect on the per-
meability of concrete and that some of these even have an injurious ef-
fect on the strength of mortar and concrete in which they are incorporated.
"That the permanent effect of such integral waterproofing ad-
ditions, if dependent on the action of organic compounds, is very doubt-
ful.
"That in view of their possible effect, not only upon the early
strength but also upon the durability of concrete after considerable per-
iods, no integral waterproofing material should be used unless it ha9 been
subjected to long-time practical tests under proper observation to demon-
strate, its value, and unless its ingredients and the proportions in which
they are present are known.
"That in general more desirable results are obtained from inert
compounds acting mechanically than from active chemical compounds whose ef-
ficiency depends on change of form through chemical action after addition
to the concrete.
"That void-filling substances are more to be relied upon than
those whose value depends on repellant action.
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"That, assuming average quality as to size of aggregates and
reasonably good workmanship In the mixing and nlacing of the concretes,
the addition of from ten to twenty per cent of very finely divided void-
filling mineral subatances may be expected to result in the production of
concrete which, under ordinary conditions of exposure, will be found im-
permeable, provided the work joints are properly bonded and cracks do not
develop on drying, or through change in volume due to atmospheric changes,
or by settlement.
"So far the committee has considered only concretes of the us-
ual proportions, namely, those ranging from one cement, two sand, and four
atone to one cement, three sand and aix atone. It has been suggested that
impermeable concretea could be assured by uaing mixturea conaiderably rich-
er in cement. While auch practice would probably reault in an immediate
impermeable concrete, it ia believed by many that the advantage ia only
temporary, aa richer concretes are more aubject to check cracking and are
less constant in volume under changes of conditions of temperature, mois-
ture, etc. Therefore, the uae of more cement in ma83 concrete would
cause increased cracking, unless aome means of controlling the expansion
and contraction be diacovered. With reinforced concretea the objection
ia not so great, as the tendency to cracking is more or lea a counteracted
by the reinforcement. M
****
In the seventh paragraph, a statement is made that richer con-
cretea are more subject to check cracking and are less constant in volume
under changea of conditiona of temperature, moiature, etc. Thia doea not
apply to sewer conatruction as the addition of a small amount of cement
equivalent to the amount of waterproofing auggeated j&Tthe ordinary amount
uaed for such work is certainly not sufficient to add to check cracking.
Further, the changea of conditiona of temperature, moisture, etc. in aewer
construction are very alight ao that thia part of the recommendation ahould
not be conaidered aa applying to aewer work. In the same paragraph, the
statement ia made that impermeable concrete could be aaaured by uaing mix-
tures considerably richer in cement. Such a atatement ahould be qual-
ified sHnd as it atanda is Incorrect, as there are so many other principles
involved in the making of impermeable concrete other than the uae of richer
mixturea that a blank atatement of thia kind ia aomewhat inaccurate.
Greater clearness and emphasis could be placed on the meaning
of paragraph aix if clear atatement ia made as to the definition or lim-
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its of "fine void-filling material." The user of such material ahould
understand Its limitations and should not make use of fine olay in a
auantity larger than has been used in experimental work and found satis-
factory. .Yhere finely pulverized olay is used in a mortar, oare should
be taken that it be evenly distributed and that water not be added to the
mixture until olay is thoroughly distributed. Clay is perhaps rarely
used for this purpose as its presence in aggregate as commonly found is
a disadvantage and naturally Its usefulness in this connection has been
greatly overlooked.
Lly own experience in concrete sewer construction has brought
me into direct contact with many waterproofing methods. An illustration
of what waterproofing can be accomplished by proper mixing and placing of
the concrete, is had in the construction of the Ogiers run interceptor,
Idnwood Avenue, Baltimore, Maryland, on which I was superintendent of con-
struction. One-half of this work which involved four thousand three hun-
dred and fifty feet of twelve-foot and twelve foot three inch-concrete
sewer was built in tunnel and the rest in open trench. The method of
concreting for the arch of the tunnel was such as to require a comparative
ly dry mixture. An accompanying illustration shows exactly how the con-
crete was placed in the arch or roof of the tunnel and it can be easily
seen that the use of a wet concrete such as is ordinarily cast in forms
would be impracticable. Separation of the particles would have occurred
and difficulty would have been experienced in shoveling the semi-liquid
mixture into the forms. Especial care was used in tamping the concrete
in the forms so that a satisfactory finish was secured on the face of the
concrete. However, the density was not all that could be desired. Con-
crete was cast directly into the molds in a semi-liquid condition in the
open trench section and a better opportunity was afforded for proper pud-
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dling and apadlng of the concrete In the forma. Then the work was com-
pleted, and arrangements were being made for final inspection, water wag
turned into the trench and into the shafts for compacting the backfilling
materials, very little, however, being applied to the ground directly
over the tunnel. All of the open trenches were filled to the surface with
water from mains and in some cases there was a head in the loose fill as
high as twenty feet, on the top of the sewer. The author went through the
completed work and observed carefully the points of leakage. Immediately
after the water was turned in, it followed along the crown of the sewer
and came in the arch in the tunnel section in hundreds of places so ser-
iously that there was doubt at first as to whether or not the sewer could
be made acceptable. On the other hand, practically no leakage was visible
in the open cut aeotion of the work, with the exception of an occasional
construction joint which had not been thoroughly cleaned. Leakage was
never reduced in the tunnel section entirely, although it was not considered
serious as the drain handled only storm water and di acharged directly into
the harbor, requiring no pumping. Comparative watertightneas of the two
classes of concrete waa demonatrated and the principle proved that with the
same materials and same workmen a great deal of difference occurred in the
finiahed concrete due to mixing and placing, both methoda of which were in
atandard uae and approved by engineers. It would have been rather fooliah
in a aimilar caae to apend money for waterproofing the poroua concrete by
addition of waterproofing compounds, and I have no doubt that in hundreds
of general caaea the aame could be found true upon inveatigatlon.
Membranea of waterproofing material are often uaed in sewer
construction* The author waa particularly intereated in the method used
in Baltimore, Maryland, for waterproofing one of the low-level intercept-
ing aewera in which the concrete waa placed at an elevation below tide water.
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bituminous material was used for coating a membrane of burlap which was
placed upon two layers of masonry. lixtra time was spent on the part of
engineers and inspectors in seeing that this membrane was properly applied
and if a similar amount of money had been spent for gravel underdrain and
gravel refill, and for preventing the seepage water from contact with the
concrete until it had thoroughly hardened that equally good results could
have been obtained without the special waterproofing membrane.
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VI I CONCRETE FOR SUBARUJsDUS WORK
The writer haa recently made an investigation of the uae of
concrete pipe for subaqueous work. Below is given a copy of a report
recently made regarding the use of this material to the chief engineer
of the Universal Portland Cement Co. It is part of an investigation
leading up to the use of concrete pipe for subaqueous work for water
line and sewer to be installed at Buffington, Indian-:,, at the mills of
the same company:
"The uae of concrete pipe fbr the full length of the intake
tunnel to be built at Buffington ia entirely practical. It will mean
a large saving In cost and the following discussion ia given in support
of contentlona that It is preferable for the reasons given.
"Mr. Carlson contemplates the use of riveted steel pipe for
that section of the tunnel extending into the lake for the reason that
he believes that it will be difficult to lay concrete pipe under water,
and because he believes ice will have an injurious effect on the concrete
pipe. In the first place, riveted steel pipe will be much more expen-
sive. In the winter of 1913 and 1914 I prepared bids for several large
pipe contracts where concrete pipe and steel pipe were admitted as alter-
nates. The concrete pipe is by far the cheaper. On the Clifton-Monte-
bello tunnel, Baltimore, Maryland, the low bid on concrete pipe for a
water line nine feet in diameter was about two hundred and thirty-five
thousand dollars as compared with two hundred and eighty-five thousand
dollars on riveted steel. This was at a time when prices of steel were
much lower than at present.
"Mr. Carlson's contention that the weight of ice during the
ice jams close to shore would be injurious to concrete pipe is answered
by the fact that the cross-section of the concrete pipe may be designed
to carry any assumed superimposed load. On the other hand the riveted
steel pipe is designed to take internal pressure only and would have to
be encasod in concrete to carry external loads. It is doubtful, how-
ever, if the ice problem would be at all serious with the exception of
needle ice at the intake which is an item to be considered regardless
of the type of material and must be taken care of at the intake.
"Further, if in the future, a fill might be made into the
lake the supporting strength of the concrete pipe would be sufficient,
wheseas that of the riveted steel pipe would not.
"The argument regarding laying of concrete pipe is explained
as follows:
"Riveted steel would probably be laid in sections of twenty-
four feet or two twelve-foot sections riveted together before laying.
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The oonorete pipe could be laid in eight or twelve-foot flections, or much
longer, if necessary, and could be carried from the shore to position on
a barge or tug and lowered with a derrick. A Joint similar to the one
shown in the attached sketch could be made by divers and is now in use for
similar purposes. Based on a cost consideration the matter is in favor
of concrete pipe in addition to the foregoing matters of design,
"It is questionable whether it would be possible to build a coffer-
dam and unwater the site for monolithic construction at a coat anywhere
near the cost of precast pipe.
"In 1914 the Consolidated Gas, Electric Light and Power Co., Balti-
more, Maryland, built a double line for intake and discharge in the Patap-
sco River. These lines extended fat] two hundred and forty feet out into
the river where the water averaged from two to ten feet deep varying; some-
what of course with the tide. The first design contemplated two steel
tubes nine feet in diameter to be built in a local shipyard. It was
planned that at some future datf^" the company would fill over these tunnels
and store coal to considerable depth. It would therefore be necessary to
encase the steel pipe with six inches of concrete all around, heavily rein-
forced. Bulk heads were then to be placed and the pipes were to be towed
in position. The second design was for reinforced concrete pipe in sec-
tions fifteen feet long with an internal diameter of nine feet. This de-
sign was adopted as the bids ran very much lower than for the first scheme.
The thickness of the walls of the pipe was nine inches.
"The concrete pipe was manufactured by the Lock Joint Pipe Co. of
New York. Concrete pipe of as good quality is being made here in Chicago
by the Reinforced Concrete Pipe Co., McCormick Building, and the C. F. Massey
Co,, Peoples Gas Building. This pipe would take care of all the require-
ments in the best manner and will effect a saving to the company.
"The promotional value of using concrete pipe for this work is not
to be overlooked. If concrete pipe is adaptable at all for subaqueous
work it should be given preference for the work of the cement manufacturers
themselves.
"Another reinforced concrete pipe job of which I was a close obser-
ver is the Montebel lo -Clifton tunnel, Baltimore, Maryland. I prepared
a bid for this contract and although not successful in securing the contract
I was a close observer of the construction. Nine and seven-foot diameter
precast concrete pipe were used, designed for pressure of thirty-five pounds
per square inch.
"When this plan is laid fully before the contractors who are invited
to make proposals on the work I am sure they will be satisfied to make bids
on the concrete pipe.
G. E. Warren."

PART TWO
CONSTRUCTION
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PART TWO - CONSTRUCTION
VI Imethod 3 and iixperlence
My experience in concrete sewer construction ia confined largely
to the work of the Baltimore Sewerage Commission, Baltimore, Maryland. In
referring to the work there, a brief outline of the magnitude of the city's
sewerage construction operationa will show the amount of practical exper-
ience of a general nature which was obtained in that city.
Before the construction of the municipal a ewers now about com-
pleted in Baltimore, the city waa without a sanitary system and had an in-
adequate.unsanitary and unsightly method of handling storm and waste water.
Kitchen wastes, wash water from sinks and bath tubs, street sweepings and
a considerable amount of of other miscellaneous refuse flowed together over
the oity*s streets for conaiderable distances, then over into the storm
sewers finally emptying directly into the harbor, or into Jones Falls -
a small stream flowing diagonally through the heart of the city - or some
of its tributaries. Kitchen wastes, etc. flowed in small gutters acroas
the sidewalks, which in winter accumulated in frozen masses, often cover-
ing a large part of the footway. Sanitary sewage was taken care of by
cesspools in the yards and by private sewers owned by plumbers, builders,
or real estate companies without any supervision of operation and at an
outrageous expense to the property owners in many cases. Almost every
yard had a ceaspool, and many of these were built of loose brick work and
had no outlet other than leakage. Overflow of these wells was very com-
mon, creating unsanitary conditions, worst of course In the poorest, most
crowded sections of the city. Private sewers mentioned usually emptied
into storm water drains or directly into the Falls, adding to the malod-
orous and unhealthful conditions of the harbor.
Frequent damage suits lost by the city brought about by over-
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flow from the sewers were some of the conditions, which, added to the rapid
growth of the city since tho fire in 1902, forced the people by act of legis-
lature to set aside money for the complete new system of sewers to be owned
and operated by the city.
Baltimore Sewerage Commission was established in 1906 at which
time ten million dollars was appropriated for building a new system of city
sewers. The engineering organization faced a unique problem in that a
full grown city containing over six hundred thousand inhabitants - a city
old and disorderly, interwoven by underground obstruction - a city fifty
years in arrears in modern improvements was turned over to them to be sewered.
This is one of the most extensive works on record in municipal engineering
to be performed in one continuous operation, differing from moat large works
on which usually one, two or at most a few contracts include the entire work.
Over one hundred and fifty contracts were let, many of them running into
several hundred thousand dollars. It was evident that it would be impos-
sible to put all of this work under construction at one time as it would
have swamped transportation and paralyzed business. Since that time thir-
teen million dollars have been appropriated and contracts let and handled as
advisable or necessary.
Requirements of the legislature prohibited any sanitary sewage
being discharged into Chesapeake Bay, or its tributaries without purifica-
tion. This requirement was unnecessary really from a sanitary point of
view as the dilution in so extensive a body as the Bay would have rendered
the sewage harmless long before any of it reached the oyster beds, far
below the city. For fear of crippling the oyster industry and to clear the
city of any possible blame, this requirement was placed in the Act. In
any event, outfall would have to be other than in the harbor.

As the principal duty of the Commission was to establish a san-
itary system, greater emphasis was placed on this department in the begin-
ning than on the storm water system. The efforts in the latter were con-
fined to the correction of the worst evils in the present system and im-
provement in the most complicated sections.
Municipal and sanitary engineering features of the system are
omitted, not bearing upon the subject. The accompanying photographs are
typical of the concrete work in connection with this sewer system.
The outfall sewer was of monolithic concrete with the excep-
tion of the lining of the invert from springing line to springing line
for which ordinary brick were used. This sewer is on a very flat grade,
so flat in fact that erosion due to the action of the sewage would be out
of the question. It is shown in the foregoing discussion that the action
of acids which might be released from the sewage operate only on that part
of the sewer above the water line. For this reason if the brick were
placed to prevent action of the acids, they should be used as a lining for
the upper part of the sewer - the part exposed to the sewer air. The
author does not believe that the extra cost of this brick work was justi-
fied, and cites the experience of Louisville, Ky. and Duluth, Minn., where
a troweled mortar invert was used.
An example of the fallacy of the use of brick work for the out-
fall sewer is had in the selection of material for building the sedimenta-
tion tanks and other works of the disposal plant. The entire structure of
the disposal plant which is illustrated in the accompanying photograph was
built of concrete, including sludge digestion tanks, conduits, quarries,
hydrolytic tanks, filtration bed structures and settlement tanks. No brick
or stone lining of any kind was used in connection with the disposal plant
except for brick masonry for the manholes which were standard for the entire
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system. It is plain that a more septic state of sewage with consequent
greater activity of aoids and gases is present in the disposal plant than
in the outfall sewer. Concrete was also used for the new system of Imhoff
tanks, where septic action reaches its height. If concrete is satisfactory
from the acid and gas standpoint for the disposal plant, it certainly would
be for the outfall sewer.
Argument is sometimes advanced that concrete-lined inverts are
subject to serious erosion. The experience of Duluth, Minn, disproves
this statement and the author is convinced that although high grade vitri-
fied brick may be subject to less erosion than the general run of concrete
inverts, that the greater abrasiveness of concrete with certain aggregates
is more than offset by the greater roughness of brick invert.
Subdivision of Baltimore Work
Principal divisions of the Baltimore system are sanitary and
atorm water. The sanitary system is subdivided into three parts: high
level, low level and disposal plant divisions. High level division covers
all portions of the city which are drained entirely by gravity and takes in
nearly two-thirds of the city in addition to the outfall sewer. Low level
division covers the territory the sewage from which is to be pumped into the
outfall sewer. Disposal plant division has charge of all the works from
the outfall section to the discharge which includes the complex purifica-
tion plants, the laboratories, pumping plant and discharge section. Work
on the system commenced with the sanitary outfall sewer which was laid in
ten sections totaling thirty thousand three hundred and seventy feet of con-
crete sewer as described above. The section is horseshoe-shaped, twelve
feet three inches horizontal diameter by eleven feet high, with an inside
area of one hundred fourteen and twenty-nine hundredths square feet as shown

in the accompanying drawing. Sevon hundred and fifty feet of the outfall
aewer was built on embankment . Tnere were many water courses crossing the
lines which are c Tried over or under as conditions demanded. Few
serious difficulties were encountered as a large portion of the out fall is
built in the open country. Main intercepting sewers built entirely of con-
crete with the exception of the brick-lined invert, form a network of trunk
lines throughout the entire city. Svatemain the built-up section of the
city, however, presented a different problem due to the many underground
obstructions of the old and disorderly city, and on account of having to
connect to every house, necessitating the laying of sewers in nearly every
street or alley - the alleys were preferable where possible as it lessened
the inconvenience of traffic and unsightliness of the city. Work was thus
brought in contact with every public service corporation and city depart-
ment such as gas, electric light, steam heating, telephone, water depart-
ment, etc (all of which are carried underground; street railways, steam
railroad companies, city engineering departments, water, electric, harbor
lighting and street cleaning departments with numerous public and private
sewers, drains, conduits, and with all property owners. Exact location of
the underground obstructions was never recorded so that the Sewerage Com-
mission was unable to select locations which would avoid these structures.
The majority of the existing structures were not laid in straight lines for
any considerable distance, so that comparatively few of the lateral sewers
could be laid without supporting, rearranging, and otherwise taking care of
all of the obstructions, on account of the fact that the sewer in most cases
was laid deeper than any of the other lines.
Contractors were required in all cases to preserve the operation
of the private sewers, subways or whatever was underground, leaving them in
as good condition as when found, but it was possible to accept only a few of
y >
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the private sewers where conditions wore sanitary and the service found
adequate. 3ewors, in these cases, wero bought from the owner and incor-
porated in a municipal system, placing manholes as required. Pipe linos
to pass final inspection, were built to have a clear line of flight between
manholes and would allow a mandrel whose diameter is one inch smaller than
the pipe to pass through unobstructed. Two or three tanks only are used
in the entire system but eaoh terminal manhole was provided with a fluah
cock connected with a water main which may be turned on at any time for
purposes of flushing out the entire lateral system.
General features of the work in the low level division are simi-
lar to those in the high level with the addition of the pumping station and
force main. Construction is more complicated on account of the wet work
due to more running and quick sand, in connection with the interceptors
and in connection with the lateral work due to the fact that the sections
of city in this division are much older, more compactand contain more un-
derground obstructions.
Equipment in the pumping station consists of three twenty-seven
million five hundred thousand-gallon pumps with space provision for two
more when needed which lift the sewage from the low section to the outfall
sewer against a head of seventy-two feet including pipe friction. Force
main consists of double line of forty-two-inch diameter cast iron pipe five
thousand two hundred and twenty-one feet long. The pumping engines are
vertical, triple expansion crank and fly wheel, containing engines capable
of developing about four hundred horse power each at normal delivery. Two
drainage pumps are also provided to take care of the water in the under-
drains of the interceptors.
Before the disposal plant was built, tests were made with
Arundel County sand for intermediate sand filtration for purification of
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sewage. The teata were unsatisfactory and resulted in a trip through
Europe by the chief engineer where study was made of the disposal sys-
tems used in the large cities. Present plant was adopted after an ex-
haustive study and series of experiments at a preliminary disposal plant
in JValbrook, a west side annex of Baltimore. Raw sewage in tho main dis-
posal plant passed through coarse screens into the meter-house where it is
measured by Yenturi meters, after which it is distributed to the sedimen-
tation tanks, which have six to eight-hour periods. Before passing into
the control house, the sewage goes through a rotary sieve which catches
any coarse particles that may have remained in the sewage. Construction
of the plant is such that the sewage may be treated with calcium hypo-
chlorite or "bleaching powder" if desired, although as yet this has not
been found necessary. Sprinkling filters are designed as a result of
a series of carefully conducted tests at the Walbrook testing plant. The
object of the experiments was to determine economic depth of the filter-
ing material consistent with high degree of purification and to choose the
most suitable sizes of stone. Results showed that by operating the fil-
ters continuously a better evolution oould be obtained than when the parts
are reset, for a period to require several days' operation before the evo-
lution became as good as when operating continuously. The experiments
showed:
1. Amount of purification per foot of bed decreases with the
depth of bed except for nitrification.
2. An average depth of eight and one-half feet with slotted
flat tile slab underdrains laid over grooves in the floor, to be the best
depth for the Baltimore sewer.
3. The degree of purification increases as the size of stone
decreases.
Smallness is limited on account of blocking.
The size adopted is such as will pass a two and one-half-inch
ring and be caught on a one-inch ring.
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The sewage remains in settling basins for a short period for
olarifioation after passing from the filters, then passes through a power
house with an eighteen-foot drop, furnishing sufficient power to operate
two turbines. One turbine is sufficient at a time to operate the elec-
tric generator which furnishes light for the plant, to pump a small part
of the effluent back into an elevated tank which is used for flushing
purposes and for pumping the sludge.
Additional units may be added to any portion of the plant
as the population demands it. Since the construction of the portions
described twenty-eight Imhoff tanks have been installed in which the ac-
tivated sludge treatment is being tried. This is a separate 3ystem and
the sewage can be diverted directly to the Imhoff tanks from the outfall
sewer, without passing through the hydrolytic tanks.
****
Ogiers Run Interceptor
linwood Avenue, Baltimore, Md.
Storm water contract Number Twenty-five known a3 the Ogiers
Run interceptor of the Baltimore Sewerage Commission was let December 31,
1912, to James Ferry and Sons, Inc. of Baltimore. The work involved
three hundred thousand dollars and was completed December 17, 1916, The
author was superintendent of construction on the entire work with the ex-
ception of earth excavation in the tunnel. He had charge of the earth
excavation in open cut and construction of the sewer for the entire work.
Greatest inside diameter of the horseshoe-shaped drain shown in the ac-
companying drawing was twelve feet three inches and two thousand feet
of the work was built in tunnel, the remaining twenty-four hundred feet
(approximately) being built in open trench. Concrete was used throughout
except for the lining of the invert for which common brick was used.
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Concreting was begun about March 1, 1913, in open cut and
nearly the same time in some portions of the tunnel and methods used in
placing the concrete were made to harmonize with the method of excava-
tion. The neat lines of the masonry in the open out were approximately
nineteen feet making a clear width of trench of about twenty feet. This
involved the handling of large heavy timbering for bracing aa the work
was on a built-up street and the paving, curb and houses had to be suppor-
ted. Heavy timbers were best handled by means of a cableway and conse-
quently this method of excavation was adopted and it proved a happy selec-
tion of equipment later on, when concreting began on account of the aid
in handling the concreting equipment, in moving of forms, and removing
timbers, etc. In a sewer of this size there is naturally a great waste
of bracing and miscellaneous timbers. and refuse naturally collect in the
work of setting forms, placing and cleaning up, etc. An average of two
of three large bucketfuls of overrun concrete, dirt, sawdust, etc. was
removed from the work after each day's run and the cableway handled this
conveniently.
Concrete was mixed with the Hains-Weaver gravity mixers, con-
sisting of four hoppers hung one below the other. A clear height of
about fourteen feet was required for the proper operation of the mixer,
and if the proper distance between the mixing pans was not maintained,
the mixing was not thoroughly done. The accompanying sketch illustrates
how the mixer was handled. In moving from place to place, the entire ser-
ies of hoppers was picked up by the cableway including the supporting frame-
work which carried the mixer on timbers lying crosswise of the trench.
The operation of the Hains-Weaver mixer is best shown in the diagram. Two
wheelbarrows of gravel for a one-sack batch of concrete were placed in
the hopper first, the cement next, and next one wheelbarrow of sand. The
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water waa supplied after measuring In a bucket and tho doors oponod, allow-
ing the concrete to pass from pan to pan. Invert of the sewer was placed
first up to the line shown in the sketch and for it Class 3 concrete in
which the proportions were 1:2^-: 5 was used for the inverts. Side walls were
placed in the second operation and for it class B concrete also was used.
Brick work was laid in 1:3 cement and sand mortar. Walls and arch were not
cast together on account of necessitating taking out all of the cross timber-
ing before placing of the forms. This would have left a clear height of
about fifteen feet unsupported and would have endangered the sides of the
trench and resulted in settlement of building, etc. Class A concrete was
used on the arch, consisting of a 1:2:4 mixture. In the open cut wing
forms or back jackets made of rough boards were used. No forms were re-
quired for the concrete invert as it was easily struck off by using a
straight edge and a template. The template is shown in the accompanying
drawing. Blaw steel forms were used for the arch, and were tried out for
the side walls but it was found that they were too cumbersome and that
wooden forms could be moved and placed much more easily for the side walls
than steel forms. Thirty-foot section of arch form was used and was re-
quired to remain in place for forty-eight hours before removal. This meant
that the progress of completed work was only fifteen feet a day. After
three or four attempts, it was found that this progress would not bring
about the completion of the sewer within the specified time limit and ar-
rangement was made for using another thirty-foot section of arch form,
bringing up the progress to thirty feet a day. This meant working the
c&bleway to capacity and for this purpose a night shift of excavators was
put to work. Backfill was allowed on the completed arch in twenty-four
hours although not more than six feet of fill waa permitted sooner than
three days. Aa a small amount of backfill was pladed immediately after
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the removal of the outaide jackets, there waa no special need for fur-
ther protection of the finished arches or for dampening to prevent dry-
ing action. Concreting in the tunnel was performed in two operations.
The invert of course was placed first and the brick work laid and this
was followed up immediately by the forma for placing the walla and arch
in one operation. Work was done at two headings with thirty -foot aec-
tion on each. Concreting gang thua alternated daily from one heading
to the other. A mixing plant waa placed in both ahafta and bina were
built in the ground permitting the delivery of the sand and gravel by
gravity into theae bina. In this manner, the handling chargea for the
aggregate were kept at a low level. Cement waa stored in warehouaea at
the top of each ahaft and waa dropped through a gravity chute direct to
the mixing platform.
Six drop wella were built at intervala along the work, and
were originally planned for brick work. Propoaal was made by the con-
tractor that reinforced concrete ahafta be aunk by the open Caisson
method which was accepted. Description of building of theae drop wella
ia given under aeparate discuasion. Co at a on concreting for thia con-
tract are given under the article on costs of concrete sewers.
Concrete work on the Ogiers Run interceptor represented the
largest and moat important work that the author has done in sewer con-
struction. Details are given to show actual experience oh thia indi-
vidual contract. Other work under hi a direction waa storm water con-
tract Number Thirty-eight, a part of aanitary contract Number Eighty-
eight, a part of storm water contract Number Thirty-four, and all of
One
aanitary contract Number Twenty-two on all of which concrete aewera
were built. Storm water contract Number Thirty-eight included a large
amount of miacellaneous concrete construction, conaisting of inleta,
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catch basins, inlet heads, and other miscellaneous appurtenances . An
inspection was made of the Passaic Valley intercepting sewers which takes
«are of the sewage from Hoboken, Passaic, Patterson, Newark, Belleville
and other New Jersey towns. The author went through one of the sections
of this sewer which was being built in a tunnel under compressed air in
the city of Newark. . —
For about six months, the entire time^wa9 spent in bidding and
estimating in various cities in the east* Bids were prepared for large
sewer contracts in Philadelphia, Altoona, Pittsburgh, York, Pa., Charleston,
W. Va«, Kensington, Baltimore, and Hagerstowh, Md., and Washington, D« C,
Winnipeg, Man., Canada, Milwaukee, Wis., Argenta, Ark., and Indianapolis,
Ind., and various other cities of less importance. In all of the cities
sewer work was inspected and methods investigated.
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IX. IORUS FOR CONCRETE SEWER CONSTRUCTION
This discussion will not take up a deacription of the varioua
patented forma for apeclal aewer conatruction but will chiefly describe the
connection between aewer design and the practical featurea of conatruction
aa related to forma. An example of an overaight of practical conatruction
methoda in design waa had in connection with the Ogiera run intercepting
aewer, Linwood Avenue, Baltimore, diacuaaed in full under another article.
Plate N0.71A gives dimenaiona and ahowa the method of caating the concrete.
Placing the invert involved two operations, viz: caating of the oonorete
and laying of the brick work. The upper end of the brick curve ia auppoaed
theoretically to coincide in the form of an arc with the aide walla. For
caating the side walls, steel forma were used bent to the radius ahown in
the drawing, but it was impoaaible to make the brick work conform to a true
oircle on account of straight edges of the brick and a neat construction
joint at the line of intersection of the side walls with the brick invert
was not secured. Throughout the entire length of the aewer, chipping and
finishing was needed at this position. Forms had been purchased in accor-
dance with plans and no provision was made for payment for additional
brick work. Here was one of the most serious difficulties encountered in
turning out the finished concrete work on this job and the loss of a large
amount of money waa incurred in connection with chipping and finiahing.
Brick work should have been laid on a much flatter radius or better still
have continued up in a tangent at the upper end of the curve. Had the en-
gineer deaigning the aewer been familiar with the difficulties in construc-
tion this would have been avoided. Cost of this particular job waa increaaed
by perhapa fifteen hundred dollars due to this feature alone.
In connection with the design of the Winnipeg, Man., Canada,
aqueduct, on which the invert and the arch came together in an acute angle

slightly loss than ninty degrees, provision was made by the use of oypress
insert at the point of intersection whioh at once served as a footing for
the forms and aa waterproofing in the sharp intersecting Joint.
Steel forms produce the best surface of concrete work from the
standpoint of smoothness and evenness at the joints. There are many uses
for which steel forms are much more adaptable than wooden forms but the
rapid growth of their use in concrete work where a repeated use of forms
is necessary has led to many costly mistakes. The author's experience
with steel forms will be cited. In the tunnel section, an arch form and
side wall for», together were carried on one traveler as shown in the ac-
companying photographs. Methods of concreting used made necessary a con-
struction track to be carried at the plane of the springing line of the
arch. Wooden construction used daily and moved continuously would not
have stood the strain and there is no question about the adaptability of
steel forms with this or some similar device for such purposes. Forms
were moved every forty-eight hours, and were released from the concrete In
thirty-foot sections. It is difficult to design wooden forms of same di-
mensions whioh may be handled as quickly and adjusted as easily as these.
Rapid wear on wooden forms involving so much handling and rough usage
would have made wooden forms extremely expensive in this particular case.
Success with which the steel forms were used in tunnel section
led to their adoption for the open cut work. Arch forms were carried on
a traveler but it was impossible to cast the side walls in a similar opera-
tion with the arch on account of the danger of leaving a depth equal to
the entire height of the sewer unprotected. Sides of the trench could not
be left unsupported for a depth greater than nine feet and even so, very
heavy timbers were required. Arch forms operated very satisfactorily
although the traveler filled up the entire arch and made It impossible to
1
•
bring forma from behind. Toward the conclusion of the work, however, a
special concession was made on the part of the engineers which allowed sup-
porting the arch form by means of wooden props after twelve hours. The
traveler was then moved back to release an additional thirty-foot section
which was telescoped and brought ahead, and in this manner thirty feet of
sewer was completed each day. The author, however, feels that this pro-
cedure was dangerous for so heavy an arch and believes that he was fortunate
in not encountering disastrous results especially as a great deal of the
work was done in cold weather. Concreting operation for the side walls
was begun using steel forms to be moved in one section on a series of low
wheels, but they proved too cumbersome and the turn buckles ao unsatisfac-
tory that they were thrown out after a thorough trial and replaced with
lighter and more easily operated wooden forms. In this instance steel
forms were inapplicable*
For monolithic concrete sewers of very small diameter, say
from twenty-four to forty-oight inches, the author has found wooden forms
much cheaper to operate principally on account of the method of handling.
In sewers of this size it is practically impossible to use any mechanical
means of handling the forms and such means are practically necessary for
economical handling of heavy steel forms. Space inside of such forms is
very small and does not permit of easy adjustment of steel forms, room
not being sufficient for a man to work easily. A short sectional steel
form can be operated without interior adjustment but for small sewers a
short section per day is not sufficient; on the other hand, light wooden
forms are easy to clean and are much lighter and easier to adjust in lim-
ited space.
Both wooden and steel forms have been used by the author on
small intercepting sewers varying in size from twenty-four to fifty-four

inches in diamoter end he draws the following conclusions regarding the
relative merits of wood and ateel from hia general exporience:
1. '.Vhere straight forms are required with few curves or
changes in size, steel forms are preferable, providing they can be handled
mechanically.
2. .There it is impossible to handle ateel forms mechanically t
wooden forms are preferable on account of weight, and number of men neces-
sary for erection.
3. That metal forms for small concrete sewers are not as yet
well developed to permit progress in sewer construction.
4. tfhere the operation requires only a few moves, wood is
much cheaper.
5. That well made wooden forms are preferable for reducing
sections, curves, bellmouths and other special work.
6. That for monolithic sewers of small diameter, the wooden
form ia much cheaper to handle.
7. There sharp angles and corners are encountered, better
results can be obtained with wood than with steel.
Superiority of steel forms for large concrete work has brought
them into popular favor to such an extent that many engineers and contrac-
tors wholly believe that they are best for all purposes and for this reason
the limitations are pointed out.
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X. COSTS OF 0OH0JUB1 SKIERS
Three important itemn were to be considered in making a choice
of the material for 9ewer construction, viz: coat, durability and practica-
bility. Practicability of concrete is shown in the foregoing discussion
and durability has been proved by the experience of cities referred to in
the tabulation of experience by city engineers in Amerioan cities.
Finance Committee of the city of Chicago made in connection with the in-
vestigation of concrete sewers in Chicago. Discussion on comparative
costs shown in nearly every city where concrete has been used that cost
has been an important factor in the selection of the material. The table
given below refers to comparative bids taken by the Sanitary District of
Chicago for the construction of the Bvanston intercepting sewer bids for
which were received in the fall of 1916. Conditions were very similar
to those which exist in nearly all ordinary American cities with regard
to depth of cut, length of lines, materials, labor, etc. The bids show
relative cost of work in considering the two different materials - concrete
and brick - such as would be taken under average Chicago conditions. A
comparison of the prices bid for sewers of the same diameter shows the
Attention is called to the attached appendix prepared by the
following: Table No. XV.
For 5 ft. sewer
it aJL ii H
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concrete is
It II
4 ft. "
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COMPARISON OF BID3 RECEIVED
BY SANITARY DISTRICT OF CHICAGO, AUGUST 31, 1916
EVANSTON INTERCEPTING SEVER
Table No. XVI.
A1UU \s X O \J »» \J J. Size Price t>er Difference in bids per lin.
lin. ft. it.
Concrete sewer 10 ft Concrete low £4.00
Brick & concrete 10 M 39.00)
Concrete sewer
Tunnel 10 ft 61.00) No difference
Brick & con. tun. 10 it 61.00)
Concrete sewer M dOc* (0 ) Concrete low 1.25
Brick sewer II 26.00)
Concrete sewer rjI ft Concrete low 1.50
Brick sewer 7 It 23.00)
Concrete sewer
(Tunnel) 6 M 29.00) No difference
Brick do. 6 li 29.00)
Concrete sewer 6 M 18.00) Concrete low 2.00
Brick sewer 6 1 20.00)
Concrete sewer 6 II 17.00) Concrete low 2.00
Brick sewer 6 M 19.00)
Concrete sewer 5 If 11.50) Concrete low 1.25
Brick sewer 5 M 12.75)
Concrete sewer II 12.00) Concrete low 1.50
Brick sewer 4 II 13.50)
Concrete sewer 4 H 12.00) Concrete $1.50 low
Brick sewer 4 II 13.50)
—
Concrete sewer M 12.00) Concrete 1.50 II
Brick sewer 4 II 13.50)
Concrete sewer 4 II 9.00) Concrete 1.50 •1
Brick sewer 4 M 10.50)
i
Concrete sewer 4 II 10.00) Concrete 1.50 II
Brick sewer 4 •1 11.50)
\
Concrete sewer II 8.25) Concrete 1.50 M
Brick sewer II 9.75)
Concrete sewer II 9.00) Concrete $1.25
:
it
Brick sewer II 10.25)
Concrete sewer 3 It 6.00) Concrete 1.50 it
Brick sewer 3 II 7.50)
t!
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BOARD OF LOCAL IMPROVEMENTS
APPENDIX
CITY OF CHICAGO
smm Division
COMPARATIVE COST OF SEVERS
TO BE BUILT OF
BRICK OR CONCRETE
in
south kedzie avenue, from 71st street to 87th street, etc.
(Not including tile pipe sewers, manholes and catch basins
Table XVII
DIAMETER OF S&VER IN INCHES
60 57 48 42 36 30
TOTAL COST
1. ESTIMATE - OFFICIAL 7.50 6.50 6.00 5.00 4.50 4.10 102.002.00
2. BRICK 7.11 6.27 5.57 4.91 4.04 3.64 97.204.10
3. REINFORCED PIPE 8.15 7.38 5.80 4.85 |3. 81 5.06 105.222.10
I 4. PORTLAND CEMENT ASSN. 6.65 6.35 5.50 4.25 3.75 3.35 90.241.00
5. MODIFIED NO. 4 6.43 5.91 4.80 3.85 3.05 2.61 83.827.60
6. MINIMUM CONCRETE 6.26
j
5.69 4.78 3.78 3 2.91 2.26
Lemrth of Sewer 6700 1 1340 11830 15260 f 670 670
j
81.660.70
No. 1 Official Estimate of Engineer of Board of Local Improvements.
No. 2 Estimate based on low bids for brick sewer.
No. 3 Estimate based on cost of pipe from Reinforced Concrete Pipe Co.
(Board of Local Improvements estimate for excavation)
No. 4 Estimate by Portland Cement Association including excavation.
No. 5 Estimate No. 4 for concrete.
(Board of Local Improvements estimate for excavation)
No. 6 Minimum estimate by Board of Local Improvements based upon
present efficiency of Chicago contractors on brick sewer
No. 2, No. 3, No. 5 and No. 6 are based on same cost of excavation
and backfilling.
Each estimate includes 25% to cover overhead charges, discount of
paper and profit.

Below is given a table showing abstract of four contractors
bids for storm water sewers at Baltimore, April 8, 1914. Prices are
given for brick, monolithic concrete, and concrete pine for three sizes:
Table No. XVIII.
36 in. brick
-
$5.00
1
$4.50
4.25
$6.00— £5.00
36 in. ordinary concrete 3.70 6.00 4.00
36 in. concrete pipe 3.00 3.99 3.00 3.05
33 in. brick 4.25 3.75 5.00 4.70
33 in. ordinary concrete 3.40 3.40 5.00 3.70
33 in. concrete pipe 2.65 2.85 2.70 2.70
30 in. brick 3.50 3.50 5.00 4,50
30 in. ordinary concrete 2.75 3.00 5.00 3.50
30 in. concrete pipe 2.20 2.36 2.29 2.35
Comparison of cost data in miscellaneous other cities shows
that concensus of opinion by those directly interested and authorized to
give out statements, is that the cost of concrete sewers is ten to fif-
teen per cent less than for brick. The saving in cost is attributed
to material, cost of labor, etc. From the standpoint of durability,
there seems to be little choice between concrete and brick.
One strong factor in favor of concrete is the possibility of
reinforcing special sections where loads seem to make it necessary. For
example, if a concrete sewer is required six inches thick for strength,
similar sewers in brick work would have to be nine inches or two courses
of common brick. This not only increases the cost of material for sew-
ers but makes necessary additional excavation. The cost of backfilling
is increased in the case of brick sewer as greater care must be taken for
compacting and tamping the backfilling up to and above the springing
line of the arch. Concrete is better for shallow work where flat top
sections are needed and where it is impossible to use brick work. The
smooth finish and consequent greater carrying capacity of concrete sew-
ers has caused some engineers to use slightly smaller diameter of sewer
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for concrete than for brick work.
In the Investigation mode by the Finance Committee of the city
of Chicago in which the author cooperated, E. T. Dorr, office engineer of
the aewer service, Boston, Mass., was kind enough to submit cost data co-
vering work done in 1914, 1915 and 1916 in Boston. These costs are sum-
marized below. Table No. XIX.
DORCHESTER BROOK SEVER
780 lin, ft 7' -3^" x 6* 8" ) 2,822 cu. yd. machine mixed.
549 « h 5 ._9 ,t x 5 t 2 t. ) cost $5.39 per cu. yd.
141 " " 6* -9" x 6*2" ) Bid 7.00 " " "
23 " " 4 , -6M x 4'0" )
Dent St. Brook Conduit
824 lin. ft. 4 , 6" circular) 1,760 ou.yd. machine mixed.
1095 •i m 4' 3" " ) Gravel found In excavation
193 it it 3*6" » ) Cost $5.26 per cu. yd.
429 M •i 2»3" " ) Bid 7.00 " "
West Roxbury parkway Conduit
323 lin. ft. 4'6M circular) 2,586 cu. yd. machine mixed
231 it N 4«0" » ) Coat $7.01 per cu. yd.
1061 M m 4*3" " ) Bid 7.40 • * •
868 II tt 31911 ti j
521 H M 3»3" " )
254 II It 2*9" " I
Auburn St. Brook Conduit
1024 lin. ft. 4 , M circular) 1,285 cu.yd. machine and hand
347 it tt 3' 3" " ) Coet $6.10 per cu. yd.
128 n II 2»6" " ) Bid 7.00 " M "
288 n II 3»0" M )
438 it It 2' 6" " )
Hillside & Clarendon Av. Conduit
426 lin. ft. 2*6M circular) 313 cu. yd. hand mixed.
397 M 2»3 M M ) Gravel found in excavation
Coat #5.65 per cu. yd.
Bid 7.00 " " "
Neponset Av. Conduit
323 lin. ft. 2 , 6M circular) 252 cu. yd. hand mixed
282 " 2' 3" " ) Coat $6.52 per cu. yd.
Bid 7.00 » " "

Beaoh 5t» Sewer
158 lin. ft. 5' 3" circular) 190 cu. yd. machine mixed
Cost $6.75 por cu. yd.
3id 7.50 " "
Waverly 5t. Conduit
969 lin. ft. 3*3" circular) 1,093 ou. yd. machine mixed
354 M " 2' 9" " ) Gravel found in excavation
330 " 2»3" " ) Coat $5.43 per cu. yd.
) Bid 6.50 »' » "
Faneull Valley Brook Conduit
784 lin. ft. 7*0" circular) 1,374 cu. yd. machine mixed
Gravel found in excavation
Cost $5*35 per cu. yd*
Bid 7.80 • * •
Lake St. Brook Conduit
290 lin. ft. 2* 6M circular) 107 cu. yd. hand mixed
Cost $5.98 per cu. yd.
Bid 7.50 H " »
In the following list, while costs cannot be given, because
the force accounts have not as yet been worked up, the bid prices fur-
nish an indication, particularly of the rising tendency of costs;
Beach St., Atlantic Ave., Harrison Av.
,
Central,
Milk, Water, Broad and Congress 3ts., (City pro-
per) sewers; November 10, 1914.
188 lin. ft. 4'2» x 6 f H ) -2%100cu.yd.
305 " M 4*0" x 5'8") Low Bid $7.00
942 " 4»0" x 5* 6") Mean bid 8.37
253 2»9M x 5»0») JSngineer's est. $8.25
353 « " 2*6" x 4'0M )
388 M " 2 , 0" x 3»0")
South, Lincoln, East, Kingston & Albany Sts., sewers.
January 26, 1915.
355 lin. ft. 2 , M x 3*0") 135 cu. yd.
Low bid $7.50
Mean bid 7.70
Jiigineer's est. 7. 50
Albany St. sewer; August 24, 1915.
1700 lin. ft. 2* 6" x 4»0") 1,850 cu. yd.
659 " " 2 , 0» x 4»0") Low bid $6.30
Mean bid 7.49
iiigineer's est. 8.00

Canal St. aewer; November 16, 1915.
473 lin. ft. 3' 6" x 5' 6") 470 ou. yd.
127 " " 4'0 M x 4'0") Low bid $6.90
Mean bid 7.85
Engineer's eat. 8.50
(Sizes in the following are about the same aa In the
foregoing items.
)
Albany & East Dedham St. sewer; April 28, 1916. 250 cu. yd;
low bid $7.90; mean bid $8.22; Engineer's eat. $8.00.
Canal & Sudbury St. sewer; June 2, 1916. 490 cu. yd.; low
bid $8.00; mean bid $8.23; engineer's est. $8.00.
Barrett St. sewer; August 2, 1916. 145 cu. yd; low bid $7.25;
mean bid ;.8.05; engineer's est. $8.00.
Cross St. sewer; August 2, 1916. 65 cu. yd.; low bid C7.25;
mean bid $8.25; engineer's est. $8.50.
Deerfield St. conduit; August 4, 1916. 140 cu. yd; low bid
$9.00; mean bid ....; engineer's est. $8.50.
Harrison Av. aewer; August 4, 1916. 430 cu. yd.; low bid $6.50;
mean bid $7.25; engineer's est. $8.50.
Fruit, Blossom & No. Grove St., surface drain; August 7, 1916.
390 cu. yd; low bid $8.00; mean bid $8.37; engineer's est. £8.00.
Albany St. sewer; Auguat 9, 1916. 500 cu. yd.; low bid $7.95;
mean bid $8.11; engineer' a est. $8.00.
B & 7th St. sewer; August 6, 1916. 350 cu. yd.; low bid $10;
mean bid $12; engineer's est. $9.40. (Tide-work)
All concrete is 1:2:4 mix.
My own cost data on storm water Contract No. 25 Baltimore Sewer-
age Commission is summarized as follows;

Table No. XX.
Material:
3mm BRICK MASONRY
$6.00Brick G #10
Sand (recovered
from excavation) 0.00
Cement (6 @ 35/) 2.10
Loss on brick
(Culls and bats)
10M $10 - $100
Total yd.- 648.53 0.16
Loss cement bags
500 & 10/ - #50 0.06 1.34
Labor: Tunnel:
a. Bricklayer & hel-
pers
b. Additional labor
Open cut:
a.
b.
No insurance (subcontract)
Incidentals %%
Overhead 3%
4.40
.50
3.35
.50
*****
Subcon-
tract ;
$4.90
Weighted
mean:
$4.30
3.65 4.30 $12.64
.12
.38
£13.14
CONCRETE "A" - 1:2:4
Item Tunnel Open cut Average
Gravel 1.40 1.40
Sand
.60 .40*
Cement {1.35 bbl. per yd.) 1.89 1.89 net
Forma Rental (Blsw) • 20 .20
Mixing, Placing & Form Setting 1.25 1.50
Cars & Trad .10
Hoppers & Mixers .13 .20
5.57
.
5.59
Plus 5% surplus & waste concrete .28 .28
Loss cement bags (5^6 of whole) .04 .04
5.89 5.91
Incidentals & Insurance 5% .30 .30
Overhead 5> .30 .30
6.49 6.51 6.50
*3ome sand recovered from excavation used in open cut.

9?
C0NCR12TE "B" - 1:2^:5
Item Tunnel Open Cut Average
Gravel 1.40 1.40
Sand .60 .40
u milon i»
(1-1 hbl . Tier vd . ) 1.54 1.54
Forms .20 .20
Form-setting
Mixing & )
Placing)
1.25 1.50
Cars & Track .10
Hoptiera Llixers .13 .20
5.22 5.24
Plus 5$> surnlus & wast a .26 .26
Loss cement bags .04 .04
5.52 5.54
Incidentals
& Insurance 5$ .28 .20
Overhead 5% .28 .28
6.08
*»**
6.10 6.09
Final estimate of this contract is given in the following
table.
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SUBDIVISION OF COST ON S.W.CONT. 38, BALTIMORE, 1914
Labor - 44$ of coat
Material 43% of coat 28033.61
Granite curbstone
Pipe and cement
Lumber (new
)
Briok
Concrete pipe
Sand and gravel
Castings (M.H.inleta & C.I.Pipe!
,
1120.68
12790.88
3094.21
2594.96
2640.00
2045.90
2633.32
General (Overhead)
26919.85
Insurance 829.51
Bond 324.73
Internal revenue 123.00
Off. yd. rental, stationery, tele-
phone, etc. 437.95
Salaries (pro rated for this con-
tract)
Miscellaneous, oils, tools, re-
pairs.
Profit
Final estimate
3000.00
3533.19 8248.38
GRAND TOTAL 63201.84
3987.37
67189.21
*****
Table of bids upon several sewer contracts Baltimore, Maryland, show-
ing relative bid prices of brick, monolithic concrete and concrete pipe is
gi^en below;
BIDS FOR SQV3R CONSTRUCTION, BALTIMORE
"Cont.
No. Size & shape
1 Mono.
Brick 1 concrete
Concrete Vit.
nice T>ir>e
26 48" - round $5.80 $5.60 L £6*15
26 42" - " 4.95 4.35
22 36" - " 3.50 3*25
"26" 36" - " 1 4.25 4.00 i- 3*50-
'
2fi 36" • " 4.40 4.60 3.25
~22 33" - " 3.75 3.50
. 2.55
26 33" - " 3.25 3.80 -3.20 1
28 33" - " 3.95 4.10 2*66
"31 88" - "
„_gASLQ 4.00 . . 2.25
22 30" - "
, 2t20 2*50
~26 30" - " 3.00 2.AO =3*25 *
~28" 30" - 3.75 3.90 2*2§ .3*00
^51 30" - " 5.00 4.00 2.25 5.00.
,
1
*With concrete ssddle
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Sewer bids taken at Vincennes, Indiana, January 1916,
how the following:
SflV£K BIDS AT VINCfUNES
,
INDIANA,
JANUARY 1916.
Bidders:
Independent Concrete Construction Co., Geo,
oohn Quinn, Bedford, Ind.
Premier Construction Co., Indianapolis
P« D. O'Leary & Sons, Terre Haute
Foulks, Terre Haute
Size Concrete Seg-
pipe (Price mental
per lin«ft) clay blook
36" 2.10 2.66
42" 2.60 3.33
54" 3.30 5.44
60" 4.95 6.40
66" 6.40
rrices of
John Quinn, Bedford,
Indiana. Low bidder
Co9t data on machine-made concrete pipe has been obtained
from several sewer pipe plants from which Table No. XXI:
Table XXI.
COST TABLE
Size Wall Coat of materials Output O.H. Opr. Total
cement - aggregate 9 hr.da. Chgs. Exp. cost
$1.75B. $1.50 cu.yd. in ft.
4" 3/4 .09 | .012 .0032 $.005 1200 .0107 .028 .056
6" 7/8 .015 .020 .0055 .008 1120 .0115 .029 .068
8" 7/8 .020 .024 .0071 .011 96Q .0134 .034 .082
10" 1"
.027 .034 .0100 .015 eoq .0160 .041 .106
12" 1" .032 .040 .0120 .018 740 .0174 .045 .120
14" .041 .051 .0170 .025 600 .0220 .056 .162
15"
if"
.044 .055 .0190 .029 590 .0220 • 056 .162
18"
.063 .079 .028 .042 480 .0270 .069 .217
20"
.085 .106 .0370 .055 360 .0360 .092 •289
21" 2"
.100 .133 .0450 .067 360 .0360 .092 .320
22" 2"
.106 .133 .0470 .071 320 •0410 .103 .346
24" J&" .133 .166 .0570 .085 300 .0430 .110 .404
27" $r .155 .194 .0670 .100 250 .0438 .123 .527
30" 3" 270 .259 .0900 .135 210 .0610 .158 .613
Ths charges are based on three hundred days 1 operation and production.
Taken from an average of eight plants operating for a period of ten and twelve
months. The average for fixed charges $3865 for three hundred days or $12.88
per day. The labor charges including plant superintendent for three hundred
operating days $33 per day. The machines operated were the old style Thomas.
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Table No. XXII gives the output on three types of
sewer pipe machines.
One can 4" 375' rwo men 1 ou xu nr.
M II gll 360' m » Tcni it 11
Two men 8" 375' Three " 75O • 1- ••
lb —
t one man 4" 375 • T\lT /"\ i> AVIxwo men •7 en • •• it
•i m 6 h 360' •« ii 7cni i» 11
Two men 8" 375' L ILL OO 7RQI II II
Three " 10" 550* ruur £flfl| || II
" " 12" 350' 11 ii 600* " "
" " 15« 300' ti it 500' " "
h ti 18 ti ^75. II M 450 ' " "
#3 Three men 111 260' Four men 400' 10 nr.
Four " 24" 200
»
Five " 300' " "
27" 125' it 11 200' " "
« ti go" 100' 11 n 175' " "
Special sections such as traps, bends, Y's, branches,
etc. are made by the sewer pipe manufacturers, prices from one
plant of which are given in Table No. XXIII:
3 in. 1/8 bends 134 3 in. 4- bends 154 4 in. 1/8 bends 144
4 in. 1/4 « 164 6 in. 1/8 bends 224 6 in. f bends 27/
8 in. 1/8 " 49* 8 in. tt bends 484 3 in. P Traps 26^
3 in. running trap 264 4 in. P Trap 304 4 in. running trap 304
3x3 Y's and ¥'s 244 4x4 Y's & T's 204 6x6 and 6x4 Y's & T's 43^
6x6 & 6x4 T»s 434 8x6 Y's & T's 46rf 10x6 Y's & T's 494
f
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XI. CONCRETE 33VER APPURTENANCE9
(A) prop .vella
Discharge from lateral storm water sewers is usually conduc-
ted down to the deep interceptors through drop wells looated directly over
or to one side of the trunk line of the sewer. These were formerly built
of brick work but the open Caisson type of building has made possible under
ordinary ground conditions the use of reinforced concrete which has greatly
reduced the cost of building drop wells. This method was used in building
this drop well on Linwood Avenue, Baltimore, Maryland, for the Ogiera run
storm water interceptor. Not only does the concrete shaft itself cost
less than one of the same dimensions in brick but excavation and bracing are
also saved.
Concrete cylinders were built in sections fourteen feet long.
The first section was built in the bottom of the pit which waa dug to six
or seven feet below the surface of the ground and the fourteen-foot forms
erected. This brought the height of the concrete forms to only seven
feet above street grade. The vertical reinforcing bars and forms were
placed and the concrete elevated to that height. Entire fourteen-foot sec-
tion was cast at one time and when the concrete had thoroughly hardened,
excavation was begun through the inside of the cylinder. Muck was hoisted
by means of a small stiff-legged derrick through the cylinder which gradu-
ally descended as the earth was excavated from beneath it. As soon as the
first section was sunk to the bottom of the pit, forms were erected for
another section and excavation continued the following day. In this manner
the drop wells were sunk to a depth of sixty feet, some of them through the
gravel and sandy subsoil. No difficulty was encountered except on one oc-
casion when a heavy rain washed fine material such as sand and clay around
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the outaide of the shaft. As this became very compact, the shaft was atuolt
for about two days and was only started downward again after a heavy loading
with cobblestones, pig iron and other /variable]!weight. The loads failed to
start the cylinder but after a heavy charge of dynamite was shot off in a
tunnel heading adjoining the shaft freed itself and settled into place.
The alternate type of construction will be the excavation of the
deep manhole necessitating the bracing of the ground for the entire depth
and then backfilling and removing the sheeting after the masonry was placed.
It is evident that this involves a large additional expense.
***
(B) Concrete Manhole Construction
Deep manhole construction may be handled in the manner outlined
above for drop wells for those parts of the shaft which are perpendicular.
The difficulty of making special forms for concrete manholes of varying
diameter or conically shaped such as may easily be removed without damage
has retarded to some extent the use of concrete for manhole construction.
However, concrete manholes have been in use in some cities for several years
and for special Jobs on which manholes have been required, concrete is in-
variably used. Flat top work is only accomplished by the use of heavy
stone slabs, cast iron plates, or reinforced concrete. The latter is much
less expensive and is the quickest and easiest to place. Concrete is not
coming into general use for manholes as the size and shape has not been
worked out so as to be especially adaptable. While the material itself
costs less than brick construction aa a rule the contractors building them
not
of present shapes have worked out methods of construction such as will
permit the concrete to underbid brick work in the matter of cost. It would
appear therefore that with a cheaper material effort should be made on the
part of engineers and designers to work out a typical manhole for which con-
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orete ia especially suited. The design of forms so as to be quickly and
easily operated is the important feature.
The author has studied this subject and has formed the conclusion
that the placing of inner and outer forms, removing them and repairing them
after they are worn down, does not save money to the contractor or to the
cities. He does not, however, suggest a change in the shape and dimensions
of standard manholes as this seems to be very adaptable for the purpose of
the manhole. The curved concrete block, however, is especially suited to
manhole construction and is a saving over ordinary brick work as they are
much easier and cheaper to erect and common labor may be used if desired.
This block has been used on manhole construction in subdivisions of Chi-
cago, suburbs and a straight cylindrical manhole or a conically-shaped one
can be built. George M. Whitcomb, Desplaines, Illinois, and J. A. Ross
and Company, Chicago, also the Hawthorne Concrete Products Co., Chicago,
are among those who are selling these quite extensively.
***
(C) Bellmouths
rtellmouths were formerly built of stone or brick masonry, caus-
ing a tremendous waste of both excavation and masonry. Reinforced con-
crete ia now practically the only material used for bellmouths and special
sections on large sewers. The accompanying photographs will illustrate
the point. A flat slab roof has made possible straight side walls and
eliminated a great deal of excavation and the excessive weight of walls
such as were needed in arch construction, in stone or brick.
***
(D) Inlets
The author built five or six types of inlets both in brick and
in concrete for storm water contract Ho. 38 of the Baltimore Sewerage Com-
mission and used cast concrete slabs for covers of them with cast iron frame
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inserted for current grading. Concrete inleta made possible the beet
progress, were the quickest and easiest to build providing the wor>. was
kept up with the other construction. Cost of brick inlets was in nearly
every case about twice that of the concrete inlets fcr a similar depth.
There is to be considered, however, in inlet construction compressive
action of the incoming stream in water which always carries a certain anount
of grit and street dirt, especially where the grades are steep, such as in
Baltimore, and where catch basins were very rarely used. Where concrete
is used, however, an easy curve is always given to the sides of the inlet
which reduce compressive action a great deal. The best grade of curves
and great density are important features in concrete inlet construction.
Observation of inlets after a few years* operation has proven
the importance of close observation of the -uality of the concrete, although
those which were properly built have stood the test satisfactorily.
**»
(E) Concrete Catch Basins
Catch basin construction is almost identical structurally to
manhole construction, and nearly all sewer engineers have adopted the essen-
tial features of one standard type varying only in depth and in position of
outlet. The same principles apply in general as to manhole construction
discussed in the foregoing paragraphs, and the same saving may be obtained
by the use of concrete catch basin block as in manhole construction, and
where a special type and dimensions are required, concrete of course is es-
pecially adaptable.
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XII. ifc»WT^nJ-F PIPK LAYINU
(Al Precast Concrete Sewer Pipe
Concrete aewer pipe have been in use in the United 3tatea as
far back aa fifty years and in aome cities notably Brooklyn, Hew York,
Milwaukee, Wisconsin, South Bend, Indiana, many of them have been in uae
for from thirty to fifty yeara. Early methoda of manufacture consisted
of the use of molds in which the concrete was tamped for various pipe of
various sizes, although at that period only pipe of the smaller diameters
was made. Rapid progress has since been made in the manufacture of vit-
rified salt glazed cement pipe which has made this product available at
a lower cost than concrete pipe made as above described for the small di-
ameters. Then for a period of years the clay pipe predominated in sizes
from the smallest to twenty-four inches in diameter. With the use of
steel reinforcing in concrete, several systems of precast reinforced con-
crete pipe were developed among which are the Lock Joint Pipe Co., New
York, the Reinforced Concrete Pipe Co., Chicago, which has taken over the
old Jackson, Michigan, concrete pipe company, the Seidler Concrete Pipe Co
in Muscatine and St. Joseph, Mo., and trie Core Joint Pipe Co., Baltimore,
making all sizes of reinforced concrete pipe from twenty-four to one hun-
dred and eight inches in diameter. Pipe of the larger sizes have been
very generally adopted by railroads and counties for culverts as well as
for sewer building in the large cities.
Serviceability, durability and low cost were all provided in
the vitrified salt glazed clay aewer pipe in small sizes and it remained
for manufacturers of concrete pipe to develop machinery which would turn
out concrete pipe in the smaller sizes at a coat to compete with the clay.
Several machines are now on the market and the manufacturers of them claim
to have developed processes which will permit their pipe to compete with
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pipe of other materials. The Consolidated Coal Co., Saginaw, Mich., has
been manufacturing concrete pipe by machinery using 'I'homaa- Hammond aewer
pipe machine, and have enjoyed a prosperous business competing in the open
market with other pipe for several years. Activities of Thomas-Hammond
Machinery Co. have been confined chiefly to Pacific Coast and western states
and no less than twelve large factories are now In operation in that district
where cement and all of the aggregates are even higher than in the east and
middle west. Rapid development has been made in the quality of pipe as is
borne out in a few tests submitted pertaining to this subject found in
Chapter Five, "Teats on Concrete Sewer Pipe." The machine makes uae of the
tamping principle and glazea the inside of the pipe by a reviving core which
has a troweling action. Low absorption, high strength and low producing
cost are the advantages of this process and indicates that this or further
development of it is the process destined to place small sizes of concrete
aewer pipe on the market throughout the entire country.
Zeidler Concrete Pipe Co., Muscatine, uae a Pioneer concrete pipe
machine which makes uae of the packerhead principle. The packerhead is uaed
primarily in the manufacture of concrete drain tile, but is also used by the
Sioux City Engine and Machinery Co. of Sioux City, in the McCracken sewer
pipe machine. Plants at Milwaukee and Sioux City are using the McCracken
sewer pipe machine which makes a bell-end concrete sewer pipe two or three
and one-half feet in length. In the packerhead process a revolving cylin-
der packs the concrete against an outer Jacket and moves vertically through-
out the length of the pipe. It packs the concrete under high pressure, re-
quiring of course considerable power. On the larger sizes of pipe quite a
large percentage of them fall down when the jacks are removed which runs the
cost up considerably. Comparison of the two machines shows that it is pos-
sible to make pipe of the ordinary size of requisite strength and low absorp-
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tion with both types, but the advantage seems to lie in the favor of the
tamping process. Further development of both machines is in progresa and
and in a few years it is likely that concrete sewer pipe of all sizes may
be available everywhere.
***
(B) Methods of Laying
Small concrete pipe are laid by hand in the same manner as is
used in laying vitrified clay pipe. The large concrete pip», however,
are too heavy for handling by hand and mechanical devices are usually em-
ployed by contractors. Where pipe five feet in diameter and larger are
used, locomotive crane or traveling derrick of some sort is preferable, but
for pipe of medium sizes a small tripod movable derrick is a most econo-
mical device* The use of this derrick is best described by the accompany-
ing sketch. The pipe is reloaded on the plank to a position over the cen-
ter of the trench where it is caught by a large iron hook which is raised
and lowered by a differential hoist operated by shaft and drum built into
the tripod derrick which straddles the excavation. The pipe is then picked
up, the plank removed and pipe then lowered into position. This method is
applicable usually to pipe varying from twenty-four to forty-eight inches
in diameter. For larger pipe a gantry crane is preferable, as this elimin-
ates reloading of the pipe by hand.
Joints in concrete pipe with bell-and-spigot ends are made the
same as with vitrified clay pipe by the use of cement mortar and hemp or
jute. For the larger sizes there are several patented joints such aa that
used by the Lock Joint Pipe Co. of New York, Reinforced Concrete Pipe Co.,
Chicago, and C. F« Massey and Company, of Chicago and Minneapolis. The
general features of all of these provide for the use of a cement grout
filler protected either by an overlapped concrete butt-joint or by a filler
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auch aa metal band, which la removed after the grout has hardened.
A novel method of placing large diameter concrete pipe in poaition
in the trenoh waa uaed by the Reinforced Concrete Pipe Co., Chicago, on a
contract oloaely obaerved by the author in Baltimore, Md# Seven-foot dia-
meter pipe waa being placed in the trench and excavated to a depth of about
twelve or eighteen feet. Heavy timbers 9paced closely together were re-
quired for supporting the trench but by special method of bracing an open-
ing in the timbering such as would clear a pipe and carrying car was left
at the grade line of the trench. One large shaft opening was left in the
timbering near the position where the pipe were being molded. Pipes were
then picked up by crane aid lowered to the bottom of the shaft where they
were in turn picked up by special car with handling device and carried to
position, the car being propelled by a gasoline engine.

ART THE
SPECIFICATIONS

PART THREE - SPECIFICATIONS
XIII. Criticism Of
Specifications For Reinforced Concrete Pipe From Gen-
eral Specifications for Storm Water Drains, Published
by Sewerage Commission of the City of Baltimore, 1908.
Below is quoted from the general specifications of the Sewerage
Commission a detailed specification on reinforced concrete pipe.
REINFORCED CONCRETE PIPE
CONSTRUCTION, STORAGE, ETC. If reinforced concrete pipe is used it shall
be constructed above ground, in suitable buildings or tents, or in yards or
areas properly protected from the public and subject to the approval of the
Engineer. All buildings or tents in which pipe is being made shall be pro-
perly heated when so directed by the Engineer. storage space shall be pro-
vided under cover in buildings or tents for at least five hundred (500) linear
feet of pipe of each and every size entering into the drains, or for the en-
tire length of each size, if less than five hundred (500) feet is called for
by the plans.
The pipe shall be constructed of concrete, reinforced by longi-
tudinal straps and transverse bands, expanded metal or other approved rein-
forcing material. When properly jointed together, with the connection joint
or seam thoroughly cemented, it shall form one continuous piece of pipe.
No longitudinal or transverse seams extending through the shell in a straight
line will be permitted. The method of reinforcement and the form of joint
shall be subject to the approval of the Engineer, and no form of reinforcement
or joint shall be used which is not so approved.
Pipes shall be three (3) feet in length unless otherwise ordered,
and in the event of an increase in length, additional reinforcement shall be
placed in accordance with the order of the Engineer.
KIND OF CONCRETE TO BE USED. The concrete shall be made of accepted Port-
land cement and good clean gravel or broken stone, free from earth, loam or
other foreign or injurious matter, and g>od clean quartz sand, free from any
and all earth, dust, loam or clay material. The gravel or broken stone
shall be of graded sizes in which there shall be no piece larger than one (1)
inch in any direction.
BALLAST. All gravel used shall be quartz or granite gravel. Broken stone,
if used, shall be trap or igneous rock, containing no efflorescing deterio-
rating substance, and sharp and angular in cleavage.
MIXING, ETC. The concrete for pipes shall be "Class A" concrete (1 barrel
cement, 7.2 cubic feet of sand and 14.4 cubic feet of ballast) It may be
mixed either by machine or hand. The proportions of the several ingredients
shall be accurately measured before being mixed, and means shall be provided
by which the exact amount of water used can be measured and controlled. The
amount of water used in mixing concrete shall be such as the Engineer may
direct.
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.'/hatever the method of mixing, eaoh and every batch must be suffi-
ciently large to make at least one full pipe, and no pipe will be aooepted,
or permitted to be placed in the trench, which haa not been constructed from
commencement to completion in one single operation of making pipe. No re-
sidue or remainder of concrete left after making of any pipe shall be used in
the making of any other pipe unless said residue or remainder shall be used
immediately in the making of such other pipe.
It is intended to prevent the formation of seams, lines or areas
of unhomogeneous or nonuniform concrete, aid eaoh and every pipe showing
any such unhomogeneous or nonuniform structure, or any which, for any cause,
is supposed to contain such, shall be rejected and shall not be permitted on
the line of the work. Special and adequate provision shall be made to in-
sure that the reinforcement is placed and held properly in the form in all
directions, ao that no diaplacement , di8tortion, bending, buckling, breaking
or any other derangement, or injury shall occur during the placing of the
concrete in the forms. Forma ahall be of steel or wood covered with steel.
They shall be without transverse seams or break throughout the length of the
pipe. They shall be truly concentric and regular in fom, and the sheila
shall be so connected as to remain the correct diatance apart during the en-
tire operation of filling, and ahall be ao conatructed and maintained aa to
give a pipe of uniform, even and equal thicknesa at all pointa.
DIMENSIONS. The different alzea of pipe ahall be of not leaa than the fol-
lowing thickneaaea, namely:
SIZE OF PIPE
Diameter of Pipe Thlckneaa of Wall
in Inches in inchea
30 3§-
36 4
42 4|-
48 5
54 5%
60 6
REINFORCEMENT. All reinforcing material shall be open hearth ateel corres-
ponding in quality to the requirementa of the Manufacturers' Standard Spe-
cifications for Medium Steel, and shall be subject to auch teata and inapec-
tion aa the Engineer may direct.
The size, form and diapoaition of the reinforcing material ahall
be aubject to the approval of the Engineer, and ahall be changed or increased
at any time if ao directed, at the Contractor* a sole coat and expense.
TESTS, The Engineer ahall have the right of selecting any single pipe out
of any ten (10) pipes in course of construction or curing, before same ahall
have been placed in the trench, and of subjecting such pipe to such tests
as he may determine or require. If any single pipe so selected ahall fail
to meet any of the requirementa or ahall fail to paaa each and every test to
which the same shall be subjected by the Engineer, then all pipes of the lot
of which said pipe shall have been selected aa a sample, ahall be rejected;
provided, however, that at the requeat of the Contractor the Engineer, may
aelect two (2) more pipes from said number, and ahall aubject the same to
similar teata; and in the event of both of theae pipea fulfilling the re-
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quirements and passing each and every teat to which they shall be subjected
by the Engineer, then the remaining pipes of the lot from which said pipes
wore seleoted as samples, shall bo accepted. The pipe shall be tested for
resistance to bursting and tfor prjeyiousness by hydraulic pressure, and must
sustain an internal pressure of forty-five (46) pounds per square inch without
crack, flaw, break or burst or other indication of weakness and must remain
under a pressure of thirty (30) pounds to the square inch for m. hour with-
out undue sweat or leakage.
CEMENT. All cement for which pipes are to be made shall be subject to the
ar> roval of the Engineer, as regards brand, make, character, strength, qua-
lity, and fitness. The requirements of this specification for cement will
be rigidly enforced in regard to the cement intended for use in the manufac-
ture of cement pipe.
USE OF RICHER MIXTURE. If so ordered by the Engineer, a richer or different
mixture shall be introduced against the forms during the making of the pipe,
but no plastering, washing or other method of applying any coating to the
interior of the pipe shall be permitted, unless so ordered by the Engineer.
If a richer mixture is used, the same shall be without extra expense to the
City.
OPENINGS FOR CONNECTIONS. Openings for bevel or other connections must be
left and made so as not to interfere with the strength of the pipe, and so
as to permit of connections being easily and quickly made, and to give a
smooth, even, and tight joint. Such openings must be of a form permitting
the connection to enter at an angle of forty-five (45) degrees without cut-
ting or chipping pipe in order to introduce the connecting pipe.
PROTECTION OP PIPES. The pipes shall be protected from the sun during con-
struction, and such provision shall be made for keeping the pipes moist as
the Engineer shall approve. It will be required that the pipes be kept in
a moist oondition by means of frequent sprinkling and the application of bags
or sacks saturated with water, for a period of at least one (1) week after
the removal of the forms. Special precautions must be taken to insure
against injury or damage to the pipes, both during and after construction,
from freezing or other ill effects resulting from low temperature. The En-
gineer may require that any or all ingredients entering into construction
shall be properly and thoroughly heated, and that the pipe during and after
construction shall be kept and stored in warm and tight rooms or sheds. At
all times the pipes must be thoroughly cured before being brought into the
exterior atmosphere.
JOINTS. All pipes shall be laid upon two pieces of transverse blocking and
wedged securely to line and grade. If required by the Engineer, the joint
between adjacent sections of pipe shall be made of a mixture of cement, sand
and pea gravel, so as to insure a stronger joint. Such joint shall be made
upon order of the Engineer without extra cost to the City.
In making joints between reinforced concrete pipe the space or gap
between the ends of the sections shall be thoroughly wetted just before the
joint is made. Unless otherwise ordered the joint shall be made of a thick
grout of Portland cement and sand poured around and into the gap until no
more will enter. A long, thin flexible rod shall be run into all joints to
insure their complete filling.
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All Joints must be smoothly pointed-up on the Inside of the
drain, and if ordered by tho .Engineer a special band shall be used on the
interior of the drain while the grout is being poured and until the same
has completely set.
The author does not approve of some of the clauses of these spe-
cifications and believes that the recurrence in specifications is too fre-
quent. Legal terminology and undue verbosity detract from the strength of
specifications. For example, in the item headed "Tests" the Engineer states
the test requirement for hydraulic pressure which in itself determines the
quality of the pipe. He does not, however, state what supporting load the
pipe shall have to meet which is inconsistent in the same paragraph. On
the other hand, after specifying what pressure the pipe shall resist, the
Engineer states just how the pipe must be made, even so far as to state the
size of aggregates and their proportions. The Engineer should not interest
himself particularly in such matters as these. It is well for him to point
out the dimensions of pipe with regard to length of bell, for any inside di-
ameter, variation from specified diameter, etc., but he should not point out
how thick the pipe should be made, how they should be reinforced and the
like, in addition to specifying the strength tests. One or the other is
sufficient. For example, if the specification calls for a certain specified
amount of cement, sand and stone, and if the other requirements of the spe-
cifications are faithfully followed out, if then the pipe should fail to
pass the strength tests, the Contractor should not be held liable. Should
the Engineer or city desire to hold the Contractor liable for making pipe
which will pass the given strength requirements, it should not limit hiir, as
to size, dimensions, etc. Another view of the same subject is the limita-
tion in the other direction. If by means of some special process or highly
refined methods of making concrete, a pipe manufacturer could meet the
strength specifications, using less material, consequently following specific
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dimensions, his pipe should not be barred from competition.
The paragraph in the specification on "Cement" does not state any
requirement must be met except that it should be subject to the approval of
the Engineer. Modern specifications include a specification on the cement
whioh almost universally is the specification adopted by the American Society
for Testing Materials known as the new standard specifications for Portland
cement.
A paragraph is given entitled "Use of Richer Mixture". After
satisfying himself by telling the manufacturerhow he should make his pipe,
and then by telling him they may be rejected providing they fail to meet
any tests selected, the .ciigineer further reserves the right to require the
addition of more cement to the mixture, without extra^expens^ to the Con-
tractor. This is one of the most unfair clauses possible.
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XIV. PROPOSED SPECIFICATIONS FOR CONCRETE S EATER PIPE
There doea not exist today consistent specifications for concrete
sewer pipe either by the American Society for Testing Materials, American So-
ciety of Civil Engineers or the American Concrete Institute. In the absence
of such specifications, the author proposes the following:
!• PORTLAND CEMHIT. The cement shall meet the requirements of
the Standard Specifications for Portland cement of the American Society for
Testing Materials, adopted August 16, 1909, as revised to date by said So-
ciety.
2. FINE AGGREGATE. Fine aggregate shall consist of sand, crushed
stone or gravel screenings, graded from fine to coarse, and passing when dry
a screen having four (4) square meshes per linear inch; shall be preferably
of silicious material, clean, coarse, free from dust, soft particles, loam,
vegetable or other deleterious matter; not more than thirty (30) per cent
shall pass a sieve having fifty (50) meshes per linear inch and not more than
six (6) per cent shall pass a sieve having one hundred (100) meshes per linear
inch. Fine aggregate shall be of such quality that mortar composed of one
(1) part Portland cement and three (3) parts fine aggregate by weight shall
show a strength equal to or greater than the strength of 1:3 mortar of the
same consistency made with the same cement and standard Ottawa sand.
In no case shall fine aggregate contain more than three (3) per
cent by weight of clay, loam, or other organic, deleterious or soluble mat-
ter.
3. COARSE AGGREGATE. Coarse aggregate shall consist of inert
material, as pebbles or crushed stone graded in size, retained on a screen
having four (4) meshes per linear inch; shall be clean, hard and durable;
shall contain no vegetable or other deleterious matter, and shall be free
from dust, soft, flat, or elongated particles* Greatest dimension of coarse
aggregate shall not be greater than one-half the wall thickness of the sewer
pipe in which it is used.
4. WATER. .Vater is to be furnished by the city to the Contrac-
tor without charge. Contractor shall pay for all connections to existing
mains where available and if necessary special piping. The water should
be free from alkali, oil, acid or organic matter.
5. QUALITY. Pipe shall be free from cracks, roughness, imper-
fections, voids, exposed stones. Pipe shall not vary as to shape more than
two (2) per cent in any dimension.
6. METHOD OF MAKING* Pipe shall be made and stored under cover,
giving protection from the sun and drying winds. Materials shall be mixed
in a batch mixer and all mixed concrete shall be placed in the molds within
thirty- (30) minutes after wetting.
7# TESTS. Pipe shall be accepted or rejected after samples of
each lot - not more than one pipe for each 100 - have been subjected to the
following tests.
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T.1BLS OF CRUSHING IjgQgrg
Size Lbs. per ft. Size Lbs. per ft. Size Lbs. per ft.
4" 900 14" 1250 21" 1650
6" 900 15" 1300 22" 1800
8" 900 16" 1350 24" 2000
10" 1000 18" 1450 27" 2250
12" 1150 20" 1600 30" 2350
HYDROSTATIC TEST:
Untreated pipe thirty (30) days old shall show no percolation up to
10 pounds water pressure per square inch, held for five (5) minutes, and
shall resist fracture at forty (40) pounds per square inoh.
ABSORPTION TEST:
Untreated pipe thirty (30) days old and thoroughly dry shall show an
absorption of not more than five (5) per cent by weight; to be determined
by immersing a broken piece in water for a period of twenty-four (24) hours
and then dividing the difference between its original weight and its weight
at the end of the period of immersion, by its original weight.
8. Pipe shall not be placed in service until after they are
thirty (30) days" old.
9. The Contractor has fu^l liberty as to proportions of mater-
ials, manner of reinforcing, method of making as above qualified in Para-
graph Six, providing the pipe meet the above tests, with the provision that
no limestone shall be used in the concrete*
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XV. PROPOSED SPECIFICATIONS FOR MONOLITHIC CONCRETE SEWERS
Thore are many general clauses whioh apply to all monolithic con-
crete sewer construction, but there is no generally adopted specification now
in use and the author proposes the following:
I. MATERIALS
1. All materials are to be furnished by the Contractor and will
be inspected by the Engineer at his expense. Rejected material shall be
removed from the site of the work within ten (10) days after rejection.
CEMENT
2. The cement shall meet the requirements of the Standard Speci-
fications for Portland cement of the American Society for Testing Materials,
adopted August 16, 1909, as revised to date by said Society.
FINE AGGREGATE
3. Fine aggregate shall consist of sand, crushed stone or gravel
screenings, graded from fine to coarse, and passing when dry a screen having
four (4) square meshes per linear inch; shall be preferably of ailicious
material, clean, coarse, free from dust, soft particles, loam. Vegetable or
other deleterious matter; not more than thirty (30) per cent ehall pass a
sieve having fifty (50) meahea per linear inch and not more than six (6) per
cent shall pass a sieve having one hundred (100) meshea per linear inch.
Fine aggregate shall be of such quality that mortar composed of one (1) part
Portland cement and three (3) parts fine aggregate by weight shall ahow a
strength equal to or greater than the strength of 1:3 mortar of the same con-
sistency made with the same cement and standard Ottawa sand.
COARSE AGGREGATE
4. Coarae aggregate ahall consiat of inert material, aa pebblea
or crushed atone graded in size, retained on a screen having four (4) meahea
per linear inch; ahall be clean, hard and durable; ahall contain no vegetable
or other deleterioua matter, and shall be free from dust, soft, flat, or elon
gated particles. Coarae aggregate up to one and one-half (!§-) inchea in
diameter will be permissible on ordinary work, but for heavy walla and thick
inverta of plain concrete, larger atone may be uaed with the approval of the
Engineer. Cruahed limestone ahall not be uaed.
SAMPLES OF AGGREGATE
5. The Engineer may aelect at any time prior to commencement or
during the progreaa of the work, samplea of the fine and coarae aggregate for
testa. Theae teats should be made often enough to keep close watch on the
quality of aggregates.
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WATER
6* .Yater ia to be furniahed by the city to the Contractor
without charge. Contractor shall pay for all connectlona to existing
mains where available and if necessary special piping. The water should
be free from alkali, oil, acid or organic matter.
REINFORCING
7. Steel bars or special reinforcing fabric shall conform to
the current spooifi cations of the American Society for Testing Materials.
(Current specifications to be
inserted here)
II. CONCRETE
8. Concrete shall be divided into three general classes as
follows:
Class A - 1:2:4
Class B - l:2§-:5
Class C - 1:3:6
Wherever special conditions are met, requiring the use of other materials
or an increased amount of cement, the Engineer reserves the right to change
the proportions and shall make due compensation on the basis of cost plus
fifteen (15) per cent to the Contractor for any additional materials used.
9. Concrete shall be mixed in a machine designed to mix one
complete batch of materials, measuring the cement in whole sacks. For
only special work and then only in small quantities will hand mixing of the
concrete be permitted.
10. Concrete shall be mixed using sufficient water to allow pro-
per placing of the concrete in and around reinforcing material without sur-
plus of water. For flat or nearly flat inverts a drier mixture can be used
but tamping will be required until the water flushes to the surface.
11. Facilities should be provided for handling the concrete rap-
idly from the mixer to the work and no concrete should be more than one-half
(jt) hour in transit from the mixer to the forms.
12. Concrete shall be spaded and puddled thoroughly after being
cast into the forms.
13. For joining new concrete to old, keys or dove-tails shall
be provided which should be thoroughly cleaned, roughened and grouted before
attempting to bond new work to the old.
14. The inside surface of all concrete work shall be free from
unusual roughness, air holes, exposed stones or other imperfections.
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15. Depositing concrete under water ahall not be permitted
exoept by special arrangement with the Engineer.
FORMS
16. The Engineer doea not recommend the type of forma to U3e
or apeoify except as fbllows: Forma ahall be ao deaigned aa to be amply
atrong to carry the conatruotion loads and to prevent undue leakage.
17. Contractor haa entire freedom in the a election of the
material for the forma providing the finished work will meet the above
specif! cations.
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